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List of Abbreviations

CCM Chasa Cha Mapinduzi (The Party)

CDC Commonwealth De7elopment Corporation

E MAFRO0 : ast African Agriculture and Forestry Research Organisation

ERYR Economic Rate of Return

GDP Gross Domestic Product

GOT Government of T-anzania

.;a : hectare

IBRD : International Bank for Reconstruction and DevelopmenE

IDA: International DevelopDMent Association

lFC International Finance Ccrporation

KDC : Kilosa District Development Corporation

kg kilogram

KI : iloubero 1 C.N!solwa/Ruaha deve-lo:menz

KII Kilombero II (Ruembe Valley cevelooment)

K-oC : XKilombero Sugar Comp;an- Limited

MOA Ministry of Agriculture

NAFCO : National Agricultural and Food Cor Zoration

NSI National Sugar institute

pMEA: : Permanent Mission in -astern Africa (now PE'FA)

RN E-A r:egional Mission in E-astern Africa (World Bank)

SAR Staff Appraisal Rezort

SDC Sugar Development Corporation (Sudeco)

TANESCO Tanzania Electric Supply Company _7imited

TAZARA Tanzania - Zambia Rail:av

TCA tons of cane per acre

TCD tons of cane per day

TIB Tanzania Investment Bank

IPC :ang-Anvika Planting Ccmpany

TRDB Tanzania Rua-1 Development Bank
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TANZAN IA

KILOMBERO SUGAR rOJECT (LOAN 1041-TA/CREDIT 513-TA)

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Preface

This is the Project Completion Report (PCR) for the Kilombero
Sugar Project, for which Loan 1041-TA and Credit 513-TA, each for
US$ 9.0m, were approved on September 5, 1984. The loan/Credit were
closed on December 31, 1980; the Credit Was fully disbursed by September
10, 1976 and the Loan by May 14, 1981.

This report was prepared by the Regional Mission in Eastern
Africa (RMEA) following a mission to Tanzania in July 1983, and reflects
information made available by the project agencies, namely the Sugar
Development Corporation (SDC), which monitored the project, and the
Kilombero Sugar Company Limited (KSC), the agency responsible for
implementation of the project. Drafts of the PCR prepared by KSC in 1981
and 1982 served as useful background documents. Other sources of
information included the Staff Appraisal Report (No. 466a-TA) dated July
30, 1974, the Loan, Credit and Project Agreements dated September 27,
1974, and subsequent amendments to these Agreements. Supervision
reports, correspondence with the Borrower, and internal Bank memoranda as
contained in relevant RMEA files have also been consulted. The PCR was
substantially completed and submitted to the Operations Evaluation
Department (OED) in May 1984.

A copy of the draft report was sent to the Borrower for comments
on September 4, 1984. No comments have been received from the Borrower
so far.

The valuable assistance provided in prepazing this report by the
Government of Tanzania (GOT) is gratefully acknowledged. Special mentioi.
must be made of the General Man&ger and Directors of Planning and
Operations of SDC, and the General Manager and Financial Controller and
other staff of KSC.

Tftis project has not been audited by the OED.
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BASIC DATA S=T

KEY PROJECT DATA

ITEM Appraisal Actual Actual as S of
Estimate Appraisal Estimate

Total Project Cost (US$ million) 55.8 63.2 113
Loan tmounc CUSS million) 9.0 9.0 100

Disbursed 9.0 S_0 100
Cancelled 0 0

Credit Amount (USS million) 9.0 9.0 100
Disbursed 9.0 9-0 100
Cancelled 0 0

Date Board Approval - 091/5/74
Date Effectiveness 12/31/74 02/14/75
Completion Date 12/31/78 09/30/80
Closing Date 12/31/179 12/31/80 a/
Economic Rate of Return(l) 12.9 4 31
Institutional Performance below expectations
Number of Project Beneficiaries - U.S.

CUNULATIVE DISBURSEMZNTS b/
No. of Years after Signing

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Appraisal E-stimate (0SW) 4.25 12.2 15.6 17.1 18.0 18.0 18.0
Accual (USts) 1.2 9.4 15.0 16.0 16.6 17.5 la.0
Actual as 1 of Estimate 28 77 96 94 92 97 100
Daces of Final Disbursement

Credit 09/10/76
Loan 05/14/81

KISSION DATA

Performance Rating
month/ No on Speciali- Staff Days Type of
Year Mission sation ct in Field Status d/ Trend e/ Problem f/

identification 05/73 2 EC 14
Preparation g/ 06/73 3 AG/EC/ACR 36
Appraisal 11/73 6 EC/FA/AG/FENC 156
Supervision I h/ 12/74 2 FA/ENC 8 - - -

I1 05/75 3 AC/FA 12 2 2 F
III 10/75 2 FA/ENC 8 2 2 F
IV 05/76 1 ENC 5 2 2 F
V 11/76 2 EEG 10 2 1 F,M

VI 03/77 1 ENC 6 2 I F.M
VIl 11/77 3 ENC/FA 30 2 I F,M
VIII 04/78 2 ENC/FA 10 2 2 F,M
IX 11/78 2 ENG/ACR 14 1 1 F,M
X 08/79 1 ENG 5 1 1 F,M

XI i/ 02/80 3 ENC/ACR/EC 36 - - -

XII 10/80 2 ENC/IZR 20 3 3 i/ F,M.T

OTHER PROJECT DATA

Borrover Government of Tanzania
Executing Agency Kilomfbero Sugar Company Ltd and Sugar Dev't Corp.
Fiscal Year of Borrower July I - June 30

Currency: Tanzania Shilling (TSh)
Exchange Rates:

1974 (Appraisal) USS1 - 7.14 1978 Ust1 - 8.3
1975 uS$l - 7.14 1979 US$1 - 8.5
1976 USSI - 8.38 1980 US$1 - 8_18
1977 USS1 - 8.27 1981 (Completion) US$l - 8.25
Project Period Average - 7.99

a/ Although Closing Date was extended to 12/31/80, final disbursemert made
05/14/81.

b/ Credit/Loan disbursements have been combined in table.
e/ AC - Agriculture; EC - Economics; ENG - Engineering; FA - Financial

Analysis; ACR - Agronomy.
dl I - Problem free; 2 - Moderate problems; 3 - Major problems.
4/ I - Improving; 2 - Stationary; 3 - Deteriorating.
f/ F - Financial; M - Management; T - Technical; P - Political; 0 - Other.

j/ Managing Agents Kilowbero prepared feasibility study.
h/ As Lonn/Credit were not effective, the first report was classed as a

progress report and not a full supervision report.
i/ There was a combined aupervision/preparation mission in February 1980.

Their report is contained in a full NTRM dated 4/3180 under Preparation
of Sugar Rehabilitation Project.

i/ The mission from RMEA rated the Project 2/3 but HQ suggested that 3/3
might be a more accurate rating, with which RIEA agreed.
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KILOMOERO SUGAR PROJECT (LOAN 1041-TA/CREDIT 513-TA)

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT

Summary of Hlghlights

1. The Project wa£ the third Bank Group supported project to assist
the Tanzanian sugar industry. The International Finance Corporation
(IFC) had earlier made two investments in the Kilombero Suga, Company
(KSC). The first, in February 1960, supported the original development
of the estate and a 20,000 ton factory; the second, in March 1964,
supported expansion to 31,500 tons l1. The total IFC investment was
equivalent to t4.7 mAllion, or 36 per cent of KSC's capital. KSC
experienced numerous problems in its early development, including a cane
disorder ('yellow wlUt"), inadequate management resulting in poor cost
control, and insuffici.ent tractor maintenance. These difficulties were
overcome by the appointment of Dutch Managing Agents in 1965, but due to
pricing policy difficulties th.e principal investors sold their interests
In the company to the Government of Tanzania (GOT) in February 1969.
Apart from a set-back in 1972 due to problems with a diffuser, KSC's
operations were reasonably efficient at the time of Project preparation
and appraisal.

2. The Project, prepared with the help of the Managing Agents and
PMFA (now RMEA), was appraised in the field in November/December 1973,
negotiated at HQ between June 24-27, 1974, and Board approval for an IBRD
Loan ef $9m and an IDA Credit of O9m was given on September 5, 1974. The
Danish Government was to provide $17.3m, the Netherlands Government
ll.Om and GOT $9.5m, bringing the total to $55.8m. The GOT contribution

included KSC self-generated funds of $4.Om thus reducing the GOT
budgetary contribution to t5.5m.

3 The Project was in two parts. Part I was to develop a new sugar
cane estate, ancillary services and outgrowers' land, and Part TI was to
provide a new factory and related facilities. The financing was to be
shared as follows: Part I - IDA t9m, IBRD tm, GOT $5m = $23m; and Part
II - Netherlands $11m, Denmark $17.3m, GOT $4.5m = $32.8m. It was
anticipated that KSC's annual sugar production would be increased by
45,000 tons, there would be savings and/or earnings of foreign exchange
of $14m annually, and outgrower farm families would earn $275 annually by
year 2 and $725 annually after about six years.

1/ Subsequent development raised capacity to 43,000 tons sugar per annum
at time of appraisal.
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4. Physical implementation of the- Project was executed
satisfactorily by KSC initially under the direction of the Managing
Agents who also supervised the factory construction under a separate
contract. Cost overruns, inadequate budgetary provisions, delays in the
flow of counterpart funds and in reimbursement to KSC of funds originally
provided by them, and an inadequate ex-factory sugar pricing policy
caused major problems throughout the implementation period. These
problems appeared to have been. largely overcome and institution
building' achieved when local management took ower and the Managing
Agents were left with only an advisory role from 1977. Sugar output from
both KSC estates increased from 43,817 tons in 1977 to 65,959 tons in
1978. The success was shortlived, however, as there was a dramatic drop
in 1979 to 51,948 tons followed by 48,070 tons in 1980. The General
Manager was relieved of his duties at the end of 1980 and an experienced
expatriate tool over as GM early in 1981.

5. Overall, the objective of setting up the plantation,
constructing roads, building a factory and establishing the
infrastructure was achieved successfully. The major factors responsible
for bringing KSC as a company and the Project as a whole down were the
rapidly deteriorating general economic situation (with a severe overall
shortage of foreign exchange), poor ex-factory prices (which prevented
the generation of funds with which to buy spares and replacements for the
original KSC equipment), and the deterioration in management following
localisation in 1977, which was further compounded by the total lack of
labor discipline.

6. The main lessons to be learned from this Project are: (i)
additional management responsibilities and staff needs arising from a
project should be carefully assessed and provided for before overloading
an existing company or parastatal organization; (ii) pricing policy and
financial performance covenants should be strictly enforced; (iii)
Governments should realize the foreign exchange implications and demands
of sugar projects on their own resources; (iv) projections of benefits
and implementation schedules in crops such as sugar and particularly in
countries like Tanzania should allow for likely delays and risks of
non-performance; and (v) more scope should be given to the use of turnkey
contracts in projects.
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I. lnrroduction

1.01 At the time of appraisal Tanzania with a per capita income of
$lO was one of the world's poorest countries. About 90% of the
population, then estimated at 14 million and growing at 2.8% a year, were
dependent on agriculture for their living. Agriculture contributed 80%
of commodity exports and 40X of total GDP but in the period 1968-1972 had
a disappointing real growth rate of 2.4%. In 1973 foreign exchange
resources were being drained by imports of food including sugar (US$
18.0m annvally).

1.02 Increased agricultural production and development of rural areas
were given great emphasis in Tanzania's Second Five-Year Plan (then in
its final year). Priorities for crops were set based on production
possibilities, market prospects and aimed at country self-sufficiency.
One of the crops set for self-sufficiency was sugar because projected
expansion of output had not been achieved and domestic demand had
exceeded anticipated levels due to rapid increases in per capita
consumption.11 Import substitution in the case of sugar had become
imperative.

1.03 The proposed project was the most advanced of four sugar
developments planned by Tanzania which in combination aimed at achieving
self sufficiency in sugar by 1977. By 1980 (its 6th year) the Project
was expected to result in an incremental annual production of 45,000 tons
of sugar and a foreign exchange saving of about $14 million a year. Ihe
increase represented 43Z of the then current production and was almost
one third of the projected expansion by 1980.

1.04 Tanzania's sugar is grown by four estates: the Tanganyika
Planting Co was established at Arusha Chini in 1936 and operated by
private Danish interests until it was bought by GOT in January 1980. At
the time of appraisal, it accounted for over half the country's
production from estate-grown irrigated cane resulting in a long milling
season which helped to make it the most efficient plant in Tanzania. The
Kagera Sugar Co Ltd was formerly a private estate and factory opened in
1958 in the Bukoba area in West Lake District to handle rainfed cane. At
appraisal it was producing 8% of the national total but GOT had acquired

1/ 10 kg/year in 1972, compared with annual per capita consumption in
Kenya of 16.6 kg; Uganda 14.8 kg; and USA/UK over 50 kg.



70% of the interests and had plans to expand to about 60,000 tons sugar
per annum by 1983. Mtibwa Sugar Estates Ltd was privately buil- in
1960/61 north of Morogoro and GOT acquired 50% of the interests through
the National Agricultural and Food Corporation (NAFCO) -n 1970 and the
balance in 1975, making it a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Sugar
Development Corporation (SDC). Cane was provided by the estate and
outgrowers and produced at the time of appraisal 7,000 tons sugar
annually (6% of national production). There were plans to expand to
50,000 tons by 1985 but this was subsequently amended to about 34,000
tons.

1.05 Kilombero Sugar Co (KSC) was the newest of Tanzania's sugar
plants, commencing production in 1962. KSC was formed in 1960 with IFC
and the Commonwealth Development Corporation (CDC) as its principal
shareholders. Other initial investors were the Netherlands Overseas
Financierings-Maatschappj - H.V. (MOFC), Vereridge Kilatteuse Cultur
Maatschappj, Rubber Cultur Maatschappj Amsterdam and the Standard Bank of
East Africa. KSC experienced considerable problems in its development
and was profitable in only two of its first seven years of operation. A
cane disease ('yellow wilt") depressed yields necessitating the
introduction of new varieties and extensive drainage improvements. Poor
cost control and inferior tractor maintenance resulted from inadequate
management, but these problems were overcome by appointing expatriate
managing agents in 1965. Apart from a setback in 1972 due to problems
with a diffuser in the factory which led to excessive down-time, KSC's
operations had become reasonably efficient.

1.06 In late 1968 Government decided to reduce the assured ex-factory
price of sugar which it felt included a subsidy to KSC. The investors,
however, were of the view that KSC would not be viable at the reduced
price and felt that the higher price was fair for running an efficient
operation. In February 1969 the principal investors sold their interests
to GOT at mutually acceptable terms. The investments at the time of sale
comprised IFC TSh 29.5m (34%), CDC TSh 30m (35%), IOFC TSh 12.5m (14.5%),
Standard Bank TSh 4.1m (5%), GOT TSh 6.0m (7%), Rubb.er Cultur TSh 2.5m
(3%) and Public TSh 0.8m (1%); total TSh 86.0m. On taking over KSC, the
capital structure was reformed by GOT with ISh 36m as paid-up ordinary
shares and TSh 36m as fully paid 7% non-cumulative preference shares. In
1972 GOT transferred the ordinary shares to NAFCO who transferred them to
SDC in 1974. The company and its operations continued to be run by the
Managing Agents.

1.07 To translate GOT's expansion plans for the sugar sector into
action, the Sugar Development Corporation (SDC) was formed in 1974. It
was given powers to develop the sugar industry, engage in sugar growing,
processing and marketing, and manage sugar companies in which it had a
controlling interest. Equity holdings originally held by the National
Agricultural and Food Corporation (NAFCO) in KSC, Mtibwa and Kagera were
transferred to SDC. Initially SDC concentrated on developing and
implementing expansion plans and later took over the functions of the
National Sugar Board in controlling and regulating production, marketing
sugar in the mainland, and handling imports. It has always relied
heavily on the support of consultants, maInly funded under Netherlands
aid.
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II. Project Identification, Preparation and Appraisal

Identification and Preparation

2.01 At the beginning of 1973, the Managing Agents for KSC were
requested by GOT to prepare a feasibility study for the expansion of
Kilombero and the construction of a second factory. The feasibility
study was expected to be ready by April 1973. The financing of the
project was to be partially provided through bilateral aid funds from the
Netherlands and Denmark. As GOT was anxious to start the Project before
the end of 1973 it was hesitant to approach the Bank because of time lags
associated with Bank loan processing. The Bank, however, advised GO., 'tn
March 1973, that subject to receiving a request for Bank assistance and
adequate project preparatory work, it would endeavor to appraise the
proposed project in September 1973. It is not altogether clear from the
files but it appears that GOT's request for financing was made in early
May 1973, and PMEA (as RMEA war known at that time) which was ossisting
in preparation fielded a pre-appraisal mission at the end of June 1973.
Sugar pricing policies, orgaoisatIn= af outgrowers, local training needs
and the need for continuing expatriate management were among the major
issues identified at the preparation/preappraisal stage.

Appraisal

2.02 The Project was appraised in November/December 1973 and
consisted of two major elements to be executed over the five year period
1974-1978.

Part I. The development of a new sugar estate and outgrowers'
land adjacent to the existing Kilombero Estate at Msolwa (KI). 'he
Project area in the Kilombero Vallev (Kilosa district of the Morogoro
Region) covered 37 square miles to the north of KI estate bounded on the
west by the Migomberama mountains, on the south by the Great Ruaha River
and KI estate, on the east and north by the Selous Game Reserve (see map
IBRD 10889 in Appraisal Report 466a-TA). It is linked to Dar-es-Salaam
by a railway and 370km of all-weather road. Specifically, Part I
comprised:

(a) Land Development:

(i) development of a 7,300 acre (2,954 ha) sugar estate,
partly under irrigation, and provision of
cultivation equipment, roads and cane transport;

(ii) development of 2,400 acres (971 ha) of new, rainfed
land for outgrowers (the Kilosa District Development
Corporation (KDDC) and farmers settled in ujamaa
villages); and

(iii) expansion of 2,200 acres (890 ha) of existing
outgrower land for KI to replace outgrowers whose
production would be diverted to Ruembe (KII);

(b) Non-factory Ancillaries:
provision of staff housing, water supply and community

facilities, and a rail -Ink;
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(c) Training and Research:

Ci) on-the-job and overseas training for factory and
field personnel;

(ii) provision to increase adaptive research at KSC; and

(iii) provision for the identification and preparatlon of
feasibility studies on further sugar developments in
Tanzania.

Part II consisted of the provision of a new factory mainly
financed by bilateral aid funds and specifically comprised:

(d) the erection of a 2,400 TCD (tons of cane per day) sugar
factory complete with ancillaries under a fixed price
turnkey contract; and

(e) supervision of construction under a separate contract.

2.03 The Project was to be executed by KSC under the direction of its
Managing Agents, who would also supervise the construction of the factory
in Part II under a separate contract. It was anticipated that the
Project would increase the annual production of semi-refined sugar by
45,000 tons.

2.04 Following the appraisal mission, an Issues Paper was prepared on
January 17, 1974 and discussed in Washington at a Decision Meeting on
January 25, 1974. The main issues discussed and decisions taken were:

Ca) Role of the Managing Agents. The Managing Agents were
playing a multiple role in the Projec;: project preparation
for KSC, construction supervision for the factory under a
separate contract, preparation of tender documents for the
turnkey construction, and continuation as managing agents
for KI and KII on completion of the Project. It was
proposed t:lat IDA should review all contracts and proposed
agreementt. snd advise GOT accordingly, and that the
construction contract should include a clause providing for
independent inspection by a consulting engineer. It was
decided to submit IDA's review to GOT ( this was done on
January 30, 1974) but that a separate consultant would not
be recommended as confusion and conflicts could easily
occur.

(b) Retroactive Financing and Amount of Credit. To enable the
factory to commence milling operations in the 1976 season,
US$ 0.7 million was proposed as retroactive financing for
land development equipment and civil works. This was
agreed and it was also recommended that the TDA allocation
be raised to US$ 11 million from US$ 10 million in the
approved lending program.
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(c) Factory Location. It was proposed that the factory should
be located in a site central Lo the project area instead of
in an area in the SW corner on the north bank of the Great
Ruaha River. It was decided that appraisal should continue
on the assumption that the central site would be chosen and
GOT should be advised accordingly. After further
investigations and cost analyses, the original site was
accepted by the appraisal mission.

(d) Price Policy. GOT expressed itself flexible on sugar price
policy and stated that its policy was that a nationalized
industry sL.ould make a "reasonable return" (which in
practice meant covering all costs, includIng machinery
replacements and loan servicing), and that it would welcome
IDA guidelines on the price required for KII to operate
profitably. It was proposed that rather than set a target
rate of return the mission should calculate the effects on
KII's internal financial return of a number of prices,
inform GOT of the implications of each and leave the price
setting to GOT, subject to an undertaking that prices will
be adequate for II to service and repay the loan capital
and in the long run to provide a Positive flow of cash to
KSC equity-holders. It was decided that all costs
including 'the cost of money- should be recovered and that
KSC should receive an ex-factory price sufficiently high to
cover all its cash requirements incluiding the service and
repayment of loan capital and replacement of machinery.

2.05 It was pointed out in the issues paper that there had been
increases in factory costs and GOT, the Netherlands and Denmark were
looking to IDA for an independent assessment of the whole project partly
as a check on the feasibility study prepared by the I1anaging Agents. The
appraisal mission was of the view that appraisal of the estate
development without an examination of the factory component was
impracticable. It was rherefore decided to send a supplementary mission
to Holland and Denmark to discuss progress on the factory proposals with
the Managing Agents and :ne bilateral lending agreements with the Dutch
and Danes. In fact minsions from both projects and programs divisions
visited these countries in late February 1974. At the same time a
Tanzanian delegation "as in Amsterdam with powers to negotiate and sign
the factory contract with the consortium. The contract was now to be a
fixed price turnkey contract and the price had risen by about 60Z above
the August 1973 submission and had escalated about 40% since the December
1973 appraisal mission. This necessitated adjustment in financing with
attendant delays but it was still thought the factory could be readv for
test runs in 1976. The bilateral fundizg arrangements were sorted out,
the project submitted to the Loan Committee on June 14, 1974 and a Credit
of US$ 11 million and a Loan of US$ 6.5 million were proposed. After
review the Loan Committee decided that Bank Group contribution to the
Project should be US$ 18 million: IDA allocation US$ 9 million and IBRD
allocation US$ 9 million. The Project was finally approved bv the Board
on September 5, 1974 and the Legal Documents signed on September 27, 1974.
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Agreements Reached

2.06 During negotiations, agreement was reached on the following:

(a) in the event that outgrowers were unable to meet the
schedules laid dom-n for them, their land may be developed
and operated by KSC until the outgrowers were ready to take
over the developed areas;

"b) KSC's appointment of a Training Officer would be made only
after consultation with the Bank;

(c) SDC would obtain the approval of the Bank on its proposals
for organizing the sugar study prior to finalizing the
selectian of consultants;

(d) Government would commit not less than the equivalent of US$
17.3 million of Danish loan funds to this Project;

(e) not less than 30% nor more than 50% of the total proceeds
of the Dutch and Danish aid would be passed to RSC through
SDC as equity capital;

(f) an experienced Financial Controller for RSC would be
recruited;

(g) KSC's accounts would be audited by independent auditors
acceptable to the Bank and the accounts and auditors'
reports would be submitted within six months of the close
of each financial year;

Ch) prior approval of the Bank would be obtained to the terms
of any renewal of the managing agency agreement due to
become.effective on May 1, 1974, or to any alternative
arrangements which may be made;

(i) Government would set an ex-factory price for KSC sugar
which would give a return on all capital employed, taking
one year with another, of about 9%;

(j) retail prices for sugar would be reviewed regularly in the
light of such factors as production costs and import
prices; and

(k) KSC would keep under review the price payable for
outgrowers' cane and would adjust this as necessary to
ensure the maintenance of outgrowers' production incentives.
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2.07 Effectiveness

Conditions of effectiveness of tht Credit and Loan were as
follows:

(a) receipt by the Bank of satisfactory evidence of firm
commitments by the Dutch Government to provide the
equivalent of US$ 11.0 million and the equivalent of USs
17.3 million by the Danish Government, to meet the cost of
the turnkey factory and supervision;

(b) the execution of financing agreements, acceptable to the
Bank, between Government and KSC; and

(c) signature of a new managing agency agreement on terms
acceptable to the Bank.

Financing

2.08 Total project costs were estimated at US$ 55.8 million (Table 1)
and the financing of the Project was to be shared as follows:

Dutch Danish
Govt Govt IDA Bank Gov't Total

uS$Tmillion)

Part I (estate and - - 9.00 9.00 5.00 23.00
ancillaries)

Part II (Factory) 11.00 17.30 _ 4.50 32.80

Total Financing 11.00 17.3( 9.00 9.00 9.50 55.80

Percent of Total- 20 31 16 16 17 100

The Government contribution included KSC sblf-gemarated funds of about
US$ 4.0 million, and the GOT budgetary contzi r,ion was thus expected to
be reduced to about US$ 5.5 million, or 10% of total Project costs.

2.09 The IDA Credit of US$ 9.00 million was on standard terms and the
IBRD Loan of US$ 9.00 million at 8% p.a. was for 25 years including five
years' grace. Bank Group financing represented 78% of Part I costs,
including all foreign exchange costs and about 34% of local costs. The
Dutch loan was on the same terms as the IDA Credit. The Danish
contribution representing parts of three loans to Tanzania were part
repayable over 25 years with 7 years' grace and part over 35 years with
10 years' grace, all .t zero interest. For both Dutch and Danish aid
funds, 75% of expenditure had to be made on goods or services originating
in the lending country. The composition of supplies for Part II took
this into account and the bilateral financing was expected to be
available as needed under the terms of the turnkey contract. The Danish
loan was part of a larger commitment to Tanzania which was not tied
specifically to this Project. At negotiations, Government assurances
were obtained that it would commit not less than the equivalent of US$
17.3 million of Danish loan funds to the Project.
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2.10 Apart from funds required for the sugar survey (which would be a
grant to S1C), Bank Group finance committed to Part I of the Project was
to be on-lent to KSC at 9% per year interest. The proceeds of both the
Loan and Credit were repayable by KSC over 25 years including 5 years'
grace. Danish and Dutch aid covered Part II of the Project and an
assurance was obtained that not less than 30% nor more than 50% of the
total proceeds would be passed to KSC through SDC as equity capital. The
Tanzanian contribution, other than that derived from KSC's self-generated
funds, was to be passed to KSC as a-9% loan or equity as appropriate.

2.11 In order not to delay the start-up of the factory, preliminary
work on land clearirg and development, access roads, rail bed preparation
and site clearing was being undertaken. To meet such costs incurred
between May 1, 1974 and Loan/Credit effectiveness, provision waE made in
the IDA allocation for a sum not exceeding US$0.7 million from which
expenditures on equipment and civil works would be met by retroactive
financing.

Procurement

2.12 Assurances were obtained at negotiations that procurement
procedures would be as follows:

(a) vehicles and related equipment for land clearing and
preparation, for cane transport, and for administrative and
service staff, irrigation, potable water and electricity
transmission equipment (US$7.4 million) would be procured
by international competitive bidding. Orders less than US$
30,000 could be procured in accordance with government
procedures. The sugar survey and feasibility studies would
be carried out by consultants appointed in accordance with
Bank guidelines;

(b) civil works construction (US$ 2.3 million) would also be
procured by international competitive bidding except for
small individual items costing less than US$ 30,000;

(c) land preparation, road construction, rail bed construction,
and installation of irrigation equipment (US$ 2.6m) would
be carried out by KSC itself. Rail line would be proctred
and laid by East African Railways unae: their standard
procedures. Potable water and electricity would be
installed by .YSC or by local contractors.
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III. Project Implementation and Operating Performance

Effectiveness and Start-Up

3.01 The date of effectiveness indicated in the Legal Agreements was
December 31, 1974. In addition to the conditions described in Section
2.07 above, the Project Agreement had to be duly authorized and ratified
as legaLly binding on KSC, and the Subsidiary Loan Agreement had to be
duly authorized and ratified as legally binding on GOT and KSC. On
December 19, 1974 the Bank extended the date for effectiveness to
February 8, 1975 and on February 5, 1975 extended it again to March 10,
1975. GOT, however, met all the conditions sooner than the new date and
the Bank declared the Loau, Credit and Project Agreements effective on
February 14, 1975.

3.02 The slippage in the date of effectivness by six weeks cannot be
considered unduly long taking into account the number of institutions and
departments involved and when compared with delays in achieving
effectiveness subsequently experienced in other projects im Tanzania.
The delay did not adversely affect project start-up as the Managing
Agents had appointed a Planning and Development Manager who had previous
experience in dealing with Bank-funded projects. The first supervision
mission (December 9-12, 1974), prior to effectiveness, while reporting
some shortcomings did indicate that considerable progress had been made
in the preparation of bidding documents and tenders. The mission
highlighted problems which were likely to arise due to cost overruns,
shortage of housing for contractors' staff, increase iD permanent housing
requirements due to villagisation policies, delays in installation of
turbines at Kidatu power house, delay in pump house construction and the
irrigation installation, delavs in access roads and the rail link,
appointment of consultants and the handling of procurement. The mission
did report, however, that land development was up to target and
proceeding well. Overall, the start-up can be considered satisfactory.

Implementation

3.03 The Project was, at that time, the largest Bank-funded
agricultural project in Tanzania. It had numerous facets and throughout
the project there were many problems covering agriculture, civil and
mechanical engineering, finance, procurement and staffing. These were
actively and positively tackled during Project implementation. A close
rapport developed between RMEA (who supervised t.ie Project), GOT, SDC,
KSC, the Managing Agents and the various consultants. This resulted in
physical implementation being successfully completed. Ihe Bank's
supervision missions between 1975/76 and 1978 assessed the Project
overall as having only moderate problems. By 1978/79 implementation was
virtually complete, the remaining problems were judged to be relatively
minor, trend was improving and RII production had reached 72% of the
appraisal figure. Unfortunately, the success was shortlived due to
mismanagement and the Project was rated in October 1980 as having serious
problems with a worsening trend, by the same mission which had judged it
a year earlier as having only minor problems and improving. The reasons
for the collapse leading to a proposed rehabilitation project will be
discussed later iu this report together with the problems related to
specific items, how they arose and how they were addressed.
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A. Land Development, Cane and Sugar Production

3.04 The extent of the area to be developed, referred to as KII, was
based on the following assumptions. The agronomic conditions of the
Lover Ruembe Valley (XII) were considered to be even better for growing
cane than in the existing KI estate in the Ruaha and Msolwa areas. The
mean yields of RI were used as a basis for assessing the areas required
on the assumption that the climatic conditions, particularly rainfall, of
the existing and new areas, 7.5km apart, would be similar. The rainfall
pattern over a 12 year period was analysed and it was deduced, based on
XI experience, that adequate cane ripening and milling days would be
available in the 234 day period May 1 - December 20, to produce 421,500
tons cane, yielding 44,300 tons sugar at 10.5% rendement from a 2,400
tons of cane per day (TCD) factory.

3.05 The new factory was scheduled to start its first milling season
by September 1, 1976 and up to that date all new project cane grown in
KII would be milled in the existing XI factory. To achieve this the KI
factory would have had to extend its milling season or ircrease its
throughput by about 5% which was anticipated to be readily achievable
from an established factory. If there was a processing shortfall, some
came could be held over to the next season and any drop in sucrose
content as a result would at least be offset by increased yields, and the
delay in obtaining returns was not expected to have a significant effect
on the overall returns. In the first operational season of KII
(1976/77), it was estimated that 323,000 tons cane would be harvested
from 7,540 acres (3,051 ha) including outgrovers, which could be handled
by the nes f-t_c [e 15 n -s le%w47 f%r inx ei% tS via -Thin a renrA

would have meant milling until the end of January which, as proved later,
is a bit risky and a 10% downtime for a new factory for various reasons
proved to be much too low.

3.06 After the first milling season, it was planned to increase cane
production as quickly as possible by a crash program of land clearing,
preparation and cane planting. The program of land clearing,
preparation, planting, harvesting and sugar yields compared with actual
achievements are shown in Tables 2 and 3. Ihe results are su-marised
below.
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Crop Year 74/75 75/76 76177 77/78 78/79 79/80 80/81 81/82

Clearing &
preparation
(acres) App. 2,160 3,880 2,420 1,240 - -

Achieved 2,540 4,348 3,157 1,193 1,333 1,731 -

Milling Cane
(acres) App. 2,200 3,660 7,540 10,320 11,660 11,660 -

Utilized - - 3,790 8,516 10,567 10,684 10,606

Cane Yields -
('OOOm tons)

App. 66 143 322 409 439 425 416 415
Achieved - 43 205 196 311 304 283 310

Sugar yields
('000m tons)

App. 7 15 34 43 46 45 44 44
Achieved - - 12 23 33 27 29 30

Milling days
App. 31 62 135 171 183 173 173 174

Milling Days Actual - - 178 217 181 175 192 -

Factory Downtime - - 54% 46% 24% 22% 29% -

3.07 Land clearing and planting on the estate got off to a good start
and the May 1975 supervision mission reported work as being 33% above the
appraisal figures. There was a delay, however, in organising the
outgrowers and carrying out soil tests resulting in their achievement
being 67% of the appraisal target. It appears that as outgrovers were
not apprised fully about the Project in the early stages and not being
fully committed, they could not readily appreciate why they should
provide labor for planting. Rainfed cane is planted in December/January
coinciding with foodcrop activities which caused a labor shortage and
hampered planting. While the estate pushed rapidly ahead with the
physical implementation of land clearing, preparation and planting, the
support services such as surveying, recording and forward planning were
inadequately staffed. The early statistics, therefore, were unreliable
and several rechecks had to be made and figures readjusted at supervision
missions before reasonably accurate areas of land under cane emerged. By
June 1976 the position improved both in implementation and recording, and
overall was about 115% of the appraisal target (estate 126% and
outgrowers 88%). By then KSC were working to higher targets than those
at appraisal and felt the land could and should be further improved:
specifically, if local finance could be made available the planting
program could be brought forward by a year, which w-.uld improve the
factory viability. At this time certain sections of GOT were of the view
that in order to maximise factory capacity cane should be grown on an
estate basis, while others felt that outgrowers should receive more
emphasis. In December 1976 the Bank requested GOT to clarify its policy
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to ensure a regular supply of cane to both XI and K.!I factories for the
future. The matter was finally sorted out in early 1977 when GOT stated
that apart from estate production, outgrowers in parastatal organizations
such as Kilosa (KDDC) and varioue cooperatives would be encouraged and
assisted by KSC. The individual outgrowers who had proved reliable in
the past would continue to receive mechanisation support for bush
clearing, cultivation and planting where required. This would, it was
thought, ensure that the factories would be fed to capacity. On the
whole, this was a big program requiring good management, but
coincidentally management changes were also taking place.

3.08 By early 1977, the Managing Agents had been at KSC for nearly 12
years, qualified Tanzanian staff were becoming available, and GOT felt
that the time was opportune to localise KSC's management. The existing
managing agency agreement which expired on April 30, 1977 was therefore
replaced by a Management Advisory Agreement whereby the previous Managing
Agents would second to KSC a General Management Advisor, a Factory
Management Advisor and an Agricultural Management Advisor. The original
expatriate General Manager and the Agricultural Manager provided by the
consultants left and their posts were filled by their Tanzanian
deputies. The ten remaining expatriate staff originally employed by the
consultants were expected to be employed by KSC and an agreement was
reached between KSC, SDC, the Treasury and the Dutch Government for the

Ltopping up" of the expatriate salaries. Most of the expatriates,
however, did not readily accept the switch from working for the Managing
Agents to direct employment by GOT (through KSC). By November 1977 only
4 of the posts had been filled (Instrument Engineer, Chief Engineer,
Chief Stores Officer and Financial Controller) leaving the important
posts of 3 mechanical engineers (factory), 1 factory workshop engineer, 1
tractor workshop engineer and . farm machinery and transport manager
vacant. At this time, quite apart from the vacancies mentioned above,
there had been a large turnover of junior management which created gaps
in middle management. There were no Assistant Field Managers in XI and
only two in KII whereas there should have been three in each. The
General Management Advisor and the General Manager proved to be
incompatible and the former was tr-inoferred to Kagera estate as General
Manager leaving the advisory post vacant. Unfortunately at this time SDC
was insufficiently staffed to con1tre and guide KSC.

3.09 In March 1977 SDC issuea a directive to KSC on the planting to
be done in 1977/78 to achieve full factory capacity in 1978/79. A
concerted effort was made during 1977/78 and by November 1977 the cane
area had been increased above appraisal targets to compensate for lower
yields per acre experienced in the preceding three years. The
comparative areas were:
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Cumulative Acres Balance to Total Project (Acres)
Completion

Appraisal Actual
Estate 1977/78 Nov 1977 % App. Revised App. Revised X

Irrigated 3,500 3,743 107 - - 3,500 3,743 107
Rainfed 3,800 4,452 117 - - 3,800 4,452 117
Sub-total 7,300 8,195 112 _ _ 7,300 8,195 112

Outgrowers
(Rainfed)
New KII 2,400 3,072- 128 - 1,585 2,400 4,657 194
Plancations
Replace KI 2,200 1,333 61 - - 2,200 1,333 61
Plantations
Sub-total 4,600 4,405 96 - 1,585 4,600 5,990 130

TOTAL 11.900 12.600 116 - 1,585 ll.900 14.185 119

It will be seen that the Estate area overall was to be 12% above
appraisal, mainly in the rainfed area, while the KII outgrowers would be
94% above and the KI area only 61% of the appraisal figures.

3.10 The April 19.8 supervision mission, however, found that matters
were not improving. Cane production was lower than anticipated at
appraisal and in the previous season was even lower than estimated by
KSC. The 1977/78 estimate by KSC was 31,337 tons sugar and achievement
was only 23,111 tons although the milling season was extended to February
15, 1978. As a result the 1978/79 estimates had been revised downwards
from 42,800 to 32,884 tons of sugar. The figures (including YI factory)
were:

1977/78 i978/79
I KXI Total KI KII Total

Appraisal Estimate 45,000 33,000 78,000 45,000 43,000 88,000
(tons sugar)

KSC Estimate
Nov 1977 (tons sugar) 26,125 31,337 57,462 37,400 42,800 80,200

Actual
(tons sugar) 20,711 23,111 43,822 33,145 32,889 66,034

KSC Revised Estimate
(tons sugar) - - - 33,705 32,884 66,589
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3.11 Various reasons were given for the low yields which at that
time were averaging: RI estate 32 tons cane/acre (TCA), KII estate 28.5
TCA and outgrowers 20TCA. (At appraisal averages were taken as:
Irrigated cane KI & KII 45TCA, Rainfed cane 36TCA and outgrowers 30TCA).
The KX irrigation equipment was old, had not been maintained and was
virtually ineffective; KII irrigation installation was delayed and the
whole of KII estate could be considered rainfed; the outgrowers did not
use any fertiliser. Apart from these it was found that in some of the
KII plantings there were gaps of up to 25% of the area. The Agronomy
Department reported that management at that time did not heed their
advice and there was evidence of conflict (the Agronomist subsequently
left). The Agronomy Department was of the opinion that low yields were
principally due to the application of fertiliser at the wrong time and no
soil analyses having been done on which fertiliser programs could be
based. Over 90% of the estate was planted with variety NCo376 which is
suitable for the area and soil conditions but susceptible to smut
(ustilago acitaminea) which was present and depressing yields. They also
confirmed a low plant population which they felt was due to lack of
supervision during and after mechnical planting; none or inadequate land
planing had been done. Adversely affecting both estate and outgrowers in
that season was a cholera epidemic and quarantine which restricted
movement of men and machinery. It was obvious at that time that the
Management Advisory Agreement was only working moderately well, there was
a lack of qualified staff, agricultural operations were sub-standard,
Irrigation in XII was behind schedule and the installation required much
more detailed supervision and coordination. Both KSC and SDC were
advised of the position and it was stressed that the reasons for the low
yields must be identified and dealt with. Another factor which adversely
affected the factory operations was lack of transport co haul the cane.
Even if yields had been higher it is doubtful if the cane could have been
transported. At the lower than estimated yields XI factory had 23% and
KII had 31% downtime due to shortage of cane in the 1977/78 season. This
meant a considerable amount of stand-over cane plus a large cane area for
the 1978/79 campaign estimated to produce about 50% more sugar than in
1977/78. Lack of staff and spares in the workshops had been the cause
but four Indian engineers and one Dutch tractor workshop engineers had
been engaged and a crash program was in hand to have as much equipment as
possible in operation by the start of the 1978/79 season.

3.12 The November 1978 mission reported estate development had been
completed ahead of schedule but the installation of the irrigation
equipment had only been 65% commissioned by August 1978 and yields were
therefore lower than anticipated. To make up for the low yields the
total acreage including outgrowers was 25Z above the appraisal
estimates. The standard of management appeared to have improved although
it was agreed that two more years of advisory service were required with
emphasis on agriculture, irrigation, cane haulage and factory
processing. By end-November 1978 a total of 65,000 tons of sugar had
been produced from both factories and by the end of the season 66,034
tons sugar had been produced compared with the appraisal estimate of
88,000 tons, KSC's original estimate of 80,200 tons and their revised
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estimate of 66,589 tons. All cane har:ested in the 1978/79 campaign was
rainfed and the average for plant cane and three ratoons was 34.25 tons
cane per acre (TCA) compared with the appraisal figure of 38.25 TCA, a
shortfall of 10.5%. Plant and first ratoon yields were high because 60%
of the former and 24% of the latter was stand-over cane, but the mission
was of the view that as there was ample room for improvement of yields
due to better agricultural management practices, the appraisal figures
for rainfed estate cane could be obtained. The mission stressed the
importance of leaving about 900 acres of cane, which was retarded due to
the dry conditions which had prevailed during the milling season, for
crushing in the next season when it would have received the benefit of
the rainy season which was just starting . RSC management, however, were
reticent about accepting this advice as they were anxious to achieve
their revised target of 66,589 tons of sugar. Outgrower cane production
was 74% of the appraisal estimate and, since management regarded the
yields actually achieved as the best that could realistically be
expected, they planned to increase the outgrower area to 125% of the
appraisal figure. Additional transport for outgrower cane haulage would
be available for the 1979/80 campaign. The general condition and
availability of equipment together with the tractor workshop and overall
control had improved. While there were still problems with vibration of
the KII factory turbo-alternators, the 1978/79 campaign had shown a vast
improvement in factory performance. Overall project development had
proceeded well, inevitable problems in a project of this size had been
tackled sensibly and while a considerable amount of improvement was
necessary the Project appeared to have a sound base. The mission
therefore stated the Project was having only minor -roblems and
improving. This was a rare rating for project implementation in Eastern
Africa.

3.13 In the 1979/80 season the irrigated estate area was reduced by
67 acres (60 acres found unsuitable and 7 acres handed over to NSI) but
the balance 3,633 acres was still above the appraisal figure of 3,500
acres. A 21 acre block was developed in the rainfed estate bringing the
area to 4,529 compared with the appraisal figure of 3,800 acres. The
total estate area was therefore 8,162 acres which was 112% of the
appraisal figure of 7,300 acres. Because of lower than anticipated
outgrower yields, KSC decided to encourage outgrower production by
strengthening their outgrower department, organizing a separate project
outside the Bank-supported Project financed by the Tanzania Investment
Bank (TIB) and the Tanzania Rural Development Bank (TRDB). About 5,230
acres of outgrower cane was to be planted, bringing the KI and KII
outgrower area to 9,395 acres or 204% of the appraisal figure of 4,600
acres. Overall the area under cane would be 17,557 acres or 147% of the
appraisal figure of 11,900 acres. The Bank was not consulted before the
outgrower plan was developed but it was roughly in line with the
consultants' study on Kilombero and was aimed at producing about 88,000
tons sugar in the 1980/81 crushing season based on average estate yields
of 31.5 TCA and outgrower yields of 24TCA. (Appraisal figures: estate
40.3TCA, outgrowers 30TCA). KSC appeared to aim at a larger area with
lower yields rather than identifying the causes for the lower yields and
rectifying them (see para 3.18).
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3.14 The 1979/80 milling season got off to a bad start due to
excessive rains which commenced in November 1978 and continued almost
unabated until May 1979. Fields were flooded, cane flowered, the
campaign was late in starting and the labor went on strike because of the
additional work in trimming the bottoms which had been flooded and the
tops which had flowered. This prevented them from achieving their tasks
and deprived them of any bonus. The KSC sugar production estimate for
both factories for 1979/80 was 65,000 tons (appraisal 89,000 tons) but
the achievement was 51,948 tons (KI - 25,328, KII - 26,620). The average
estate yields at XI and KII were 27 and 27.9TCA respectively and the
rendement figures were 9.32% and 8.82% for XI and KII factories
respectively. The main reasons for the low output per acre and the low
sucrose content given by KSC management were the excessive rains which
adversely affected the cane and prevented replanting of the uprooted
areas and nurseries. Crop maintenance was sub-optimal because labor
could not work because of rain and equipment could not enter the fields
because of wet conditions. Tillering was poor resulting in low stalk
population, average stalk thickness was small, and flowering was early
and of a high percentage. The extreme weather conditions under this
campaign made it difficult to identify other reasons for the low yields
or any shortcomings in management which were to manifest themselves later.

3.15 In July/August 1979 there were indications that management was
improving as well as vehicle/equipment maintenance and utilisation, which
would result in better agricultural practices and improved yields. IThile
the KII irrigation system had become operative it had not been fully
utilised due to the unusual rains, and it was going to be some time
before comparative figures between irrigated and non-irrigated cane could
be established. A management advisory agreement with the consultants for
two more years had been finalised, and KSC estimated that in the 1980/81
season, due to increased outgrower cane area and production coupled with
better estate practices, at least 85,000 tons of sugar would be produced
compared with the appraisal figure of 8°,000 tons. Estate yields were
assessed at 31.45TCA and outgrowers' yields at 23.95TCA.

3.16 During the supervision-cum-preparatlon mission of February
1980, the General Manager of KSC was on forced leave pending an enquiry
by the Party (CCM) but there was no clear indication that management was
deteriorating. Prior to the mission a Bank consultant had paid a visit
to KSC to examine the soils in connection with the expansion program
which the consortium of consultants had proposed under the sugar study
financed by the Project. The Bank consultant felt that a careful check
and reappraisal of the expansion program was necessary and KSC staff
confirmed that about 75% of the existing estate area was poorly or
inadequately drained. The 1980/81 crop projections were closely examined
by the mission and the estimate was revised downwards to 65,000 tons of
sugar. This was even considered an optimistic figure and it was agreed
with KSC/SDC that their consultants would be asked to investigate and
identify if possible the reasons for the low yields bearing in mind that
the area under cane had been considerably increased. They would also
make recommendations on the action required to arrest the decline and to
bring yields back to a level which would feed both factories to capacity.
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3.17 As the 1980/81 campaign progressed it became evident that the
quality of the cane being harvested was poor and the sugar content was
low. XSC therefore revised L..e estimate down to 60,720 tons sugar which
was still over-optimistic because the plant population on KII proved to
be significantly lower than expected and the stalk length and thickness
of the cane on KI was considerably below the long-term average. However,
despite the area under cane being much larger than envisaged at appraisal
and an excellent grouving season with 1,422mm of well-distributed rain
between December 1979 and May 1980, only 48,069 tons of sugar was in fact
produced (KI - 19,503 and XII - 28,566) from 508,748 tons cane. The
rendement was 9.47% from KI and 9.44% from KII.

3.18 The study which the February 1980 mission proposed was
completed by KSC's consultants by about July 1980 and the report was made
available to the October 1980 Bank mission. In general the decline in
yields was attributed to poor agricultural activities. The report
specified poor land preparation (ploughing and levelling), poor planting
(whole stalk planting and some of doubtful quality), inadequate weed
control (lack of herbicides), ineffectiveness of fertiliser (due to poor
irrigation and shortage of fertilizer), poor cultivation (done too late
or not at all due to lack of and bad use of available equipment, lack of
workshop backup and spares, lack of experienced personnel), inefficient
irrigation and drainage. The October 1980 mission discovered that
although the KSC General Manager bad returned to duty in April 1980,
having been cleared of the Party's charges, the standard of management,
loyalty and discipline in all sectors of the company had deteriorated
sadly. Although the irrigation system was now fully operative, its
utilisation was far from optimal. There was lack of supervision
resulting in wrong irrigation cycles, wrong spacing, wrong number of
sprinklers, pipes not vertical, sprinklers not revolving, blocked
nozzles, leaking connections and punctured pipes. Operators did not know
when to shut down and move pipes and the section manager could not be
traced in the field or in his office. With the drv weather prevailing
every effort should have been made for efficient use to promote healthy
cane growth after harvesting for the following season. Although the
August 1979 mission had found equipment/vehicle operation and mainterance
improving, it was reported to the February 1980 mission (there was no
harvesting in progress) that spare parts had again become a problem. In
October 1980, towards the end of the 1980/82. campaign, the shortage of
cane transport was causing excessive factory shutdown time. In these
conditions one would have expected tight control and supervision but the
mission reports this to have been totally lacking in the fields and in
the cane yards. It was obvious to the mission that the next season's
crop would be low because, apart from the irrigation constraints
mentioned above, it was found that the agricultural practices were being
skimped as tractors of the correct type, trash rakes and chisels were not
available. Due to lack of funds little or no replacement of KI
transport/equipment had taken place, and KSC management had instead
deployed KII project equipment to RI. How long this practice had been
going on is not kncwn becaus, earlier missions which had concentrated
more on the KII project had been assured that all project machinery was
in fact being used on the Project. The area was too vast to carry out
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specific checks but the October mission was able to ascertaln that of 131
tractors financed under the Project 17 were beyond repair and were to be
sold. The balance 114 were split up as follows: 51 at KI (22 under
repair, 29 operating); 63 at KUI (20 under repair, 43 operating). This
meant that only 43 out of 131 project machines were operational at KII-
and the Project was being adversely affected due to the lack of a
properly coordinated replacement program at KI.

3.19 Subsequent missions were in connection with the preparation of
a proposed rehabilitation project and no further supervision reports were
submitted. It was decided by the SDC Board on December 30, 1980 that the
General Manager of KSC should be removed from his post at the end of
January 1981. The then expatriate General Manager of Mtibwa estate was
appointed General Manager KSC, which post he held until his retirement in
June 1983. He was replaced by the expatriate who had succeeded him at
Mtibwa on July 1, 1983. Through funds provided from the Export
Development Credit scheme, KSC was able to purchase some equipment and
the Dutch Government has financed 10 expatriate staff. This has
preventec the estate from sliding back while the future of a possible
rehabilitation project is being considered. The production over the last
three years is as follows:

TONS CANE/ACRE
SUGAR CANE % REND RAINFED IRRIGATED O/GROWERS

1981/82 KI 20,094 196,536 10.22 27.32 25.09 19.5
KII 30,000 312,570 9.6 26.32 33.26 17.1

TOTAL 50.094 509._10 9.84

1982/83 KI 14,712 154,359 9.53 25.90 27.11 15.8
KII 25,394 275,558 9.20 26.31 33.59 21.4
TOTAL 40,106 429._917 9.33

1983/64 KI 22,630 224,322 10.09 36.42 34.80 15.0 1/
KII 27,470 304,876 9.01 38.04 37.23 21.8
TOTAL 50.100 529.197 9.47

1/ Figures are up to November 30, 1983. KSC estimate that by end of
milling season sugar production will be: KI 24,280, KII 30,720,
total 55,000 tons.

T:Ve appraisal figure for 1981/82 was 89,000 tons sugar and for
subsequent years 90,000 tons equally distributed between the two
factories. KII factory is there-)re working at about 66.6% of the
capacity ar.ticipated at apprai_.,. and KI factory at under 50% capacity.
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B. Irrigation

3.20 There is no discussion iu the SAR on the proposed irrigation
system other than a general description, a statement that it will be
needed early in 1974/75 for use by XSC in the development of the estate
and an indication in the critical path method network (Annex 12) of a
target date of June 1975. The draft bidding documents were not prepared
for review until January 1975, tenders closed June 20, 1975 and
completion was expected by November 1975. The supply and Installation of
the irrigation system was fairly large and complex and the consultants
who were supervising the factory building work were awarded the contract
for design and supervision of construction. They were not responsible
for the supply and delivery of the equipment; to save on costs this was
split up, which caused problems at a later date. The pipes were supplied
from Belgium, the sprinkler equipment from Austria, shipping, delivery to
site and insurance was awarded to a West German firm, and the
installation was entrusted to a local contractor. There were numerous
changes in the consultant's staff, shipping mix-ups and a lack of
coordinated control of all the people involved. In retrospect the
possibility of a turnkey contract for the irrigation works should have
been given more serious consideration.

3.21 In April 1976 a Bank consultant visited the site and esamined
the specifications, the work in progress and confirmed that, apart from
some over-designing and suggested improvements to protect the river bank,
the system as a whole was satisfactory. Shipments were on time and it
was estimatel that the main line would be completeL' by December 1976 and
pumping tests carried out on the entire system early in 1977. The
installation contract was awarded mid-1976 to a reliable local contractor
but there was a delay in the transportation arrangements of the pipes
from Dar-es-Salaam to site and a new completion date of September 1977
was set. Further slippage took place: by March 1977 it was estimated
that completion would be November 1977 but that portions of the system
could be handed over progressively; by November 1977 some of the trenches
had caved in, 85% of pipes had been laid but only 30% tested as KSC had
not provided the test pumps as per contract, shortages of essential pipes
and gaskets were discovered, and the new completion date became February
1978. The April 1978 supervision mission discovered a lack of
coordination and progress was very slow. The General Management Advisor
had been allotted the task of overseeing and coordination when the new
consultants' management advisory agreement came into effect but shortly
afterwards he was transferred to Kagera and control lapsed. KSC made
efforts to bring this facet of the Project back into line but the system
was not completed until November 1978, three years behind the appraisal
date and L..- years behind the date set at the beginning of 1975.

3.22 Due to the heavy rains in November 1976-May 1979 the system was
not fully utilised, and it was therefore not possible to diagnose any
shortcomings in t.ae system or establish any comparative figures between
irrigated and rainEed cane. The supervision-cum-preparation mission of
February 1980 was :nformed that the irrigation system could not be used
when the factorv wa. not working due to limited power being available
from TANESCO. Although the November 1980 mission was advised that the
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TANESCO power problem had been resolved and the system was fully
operative, it was found that it was being poorly operated as described in
paragraph 3.18. During a visit to the estate in July 1983 in connection
with the PCR, it was sound that TANESCO power had become a problem again
as additional load had been added to the transmission lines and
transformers. As a result KII irrigation could only be used to 60%
capacity and the new KI system (financed separately under Dutch and
Danish aid and Austrian suppliers' credits) to 50% capacity. Action was
planned to resolve the difficulties but when it would be achieved wts not
known. KSC has summed up the problems of the KII irrigation installation
work as stemming from poor coordination between the four
suppliers/contractors involved, unplanned shipments resulting in
materials arriving in the wrong order of use and poor consultancy input.
On start-up there was insufficient power and excessive bursting of
pipes. The former has still to be resolved but the latter has been
rectified by lowering the working pressure and better coordination
between the field and the pumping stations. With increased usage from
1981, problems of lack of spares, inadequate numbers of lines, lack of
repair facilities and lack of transport for supervision manifested
themselv'es. These had been resolved by the 1982/83 season but KSC
foresees problems ahead unless it is allocated foreign exchange to
replace damaged pipes. The system has been in partial operation for six
years and a regular replacement program is essential. The result of all
these delays and misfortunes is that KII irrigated area has never
received the full benefit of irrigation which has had a deleterious
effect on past and future yields of cane.

Weir across Great Ruaha River

3.23 The effects which the construction of the Kidatu Hydroelectric
dam would have on the river were not foreseen at preparation nor
appraisal. The Kidatu reservoir acted as a silt and sand trap lowering
the river's normal load of sediment, resulting in scouring and degrading
of the river bed adjacent to the new KII pumphouse. The stage was
reached when the pump intakes were actually clear of the water. KSC
built a temporary weir which was breached on several occasions,
consultants' advice was sought by SDCIKSC and a permanent weir was
constructed together with reinforcing of the river's banks. The initial
cost of the temporary weir was TSh 0.75m ($0.105m) but emergency repairs
cost TSh 3.25m (SO.45m) and the permanent weir cost DG4.91m (US$ 1.75m)
including consultancy fees plus TSh 2.57m ($0.36m). The whole was met by
Dutch grants. The Mtera dam which controls the flow of the Great Ruaha
River to Kidatu has been completed, which means that in future there
should be no excess flow from the Kidatu dam which caused the extensive
damage to the original rock weir constructed by KSC. The weir as now
constructed does not have any sluice gates and the road once envisaged
will not be constructed due to lack of knowledge about the weir's
foundations. There will, therefore, be no means of transporting cane
from KI estate to KII factory across the weir as envisaged in the
development program prepared by the sugar study consultants.
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C. Factory

3.24 Under Part II of the Project, a factory having a capacity of
2, 400 tons of cane per day (TCD) Was to be constructed and ready for
start up by July 1976. It was estimated that the factory would produce
45,000 tons sugar per annum in a milling season of 200 days allowing for
10% factory downtime with an outturn of 10.5% sugar to cane. A
fixedprice turnkey contract was awarded to a Dutch firm covering the
factory building, milling machinery, cane intake, steam and power
generation plants. The ancillary work comprised tractor workshops,
warehouses, storage tanks, offices, pump stations and canals for factory
and irrigation water supply, a teleDhone system and spare parts for the
factory equipment. The construction was supervised by XSC's Managing
Agents under a separate contract.

3.25 The factory buildings and the machinery installation were
completed by July 1976 when test runs were carried out. The factory was
officially opened by the President of Tanzania on August 3, 1976.
Rectification of problems with the boilers and the turbo-alternator sets
delayed the start of actual milling trials until September 10, 1976.
During 53 operating days 35,000 tons of cane were crushed, equivalent to
660TCD or 27.5% of design capacity. Liquid fuel consumption was
excessively high due to low tliroughput and resultant low bagasse
production. Numerous operating problems came to light some of which were
attributed to design, others to faulty installation. The main ones were
excessive vibration of the turbo-alLernators (one had to be sent back to
Germany for rebalancing), unreliable automatic regulation of the steam
supply, low steam generation, inadequate level control of the
evaporators, impurities detection equipment was over-sensitive, an
uncerground cable to the induced draft fans burned out and there were
numerous mechnical problems with driving gears, chain drives, leaks in
the plumbing installation, etc. The Principal Contractor's Project
Manager was replaced and experts from the various suppliers were brought
in to rectify defects during the non-milling season. Successful
performance tests were eventually conducted between September 3-5, 1977
when the factory over a continuous 3 days running averaged 2,518 TCD,
fuel consumption was 4.99 litres per ton of cane (satisfactory because of
low fibre content in the cane) and total downtime 'or factory reasons was
9.37%. The suppliers of the turbo-alternators stated that the vibrations
were within permissible limits and the warranty on these units was
extended to October 1979. By October 15, 1977? Nu 1 alternator had to be
closed down because of excessive vibration and an expert had to be sent
to investigate the situation. In the meantime the contractors refunded
TSh 1.22 million to xSC, based on a claim submitted by their Managing
Agents, fur late completion and testing.

3.26 The factory has never been extended to full capacity over a
prolonged period since it started up and the performance is shown in
Table 5 up to 1980/81. In subsequent years sugar produced was 30,000,
25,394 and 27,47n tons up to 1983/84, which means the factory has cnly
been operated at about two-thirds of its capacity in any one year.
Despite this KSC feel that factory performance has been generally
satisfactory (once the initial problems had been rect'fied), the major
exceptions being the vibration of turbo-alternatcrs mentioned above and
prob'lems in cane lrading and handling because the cranes were too fragile
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for heavy duty operations. However, factory performance as a whole
cannot be fully evaluated until yields rise and full and continuous
capacity mi±uing seasons are achieved.

D. Tractor Workshops and Maintenance.

3.27 KSC had a past historv of poor tractor and equipment maintenance
(paragraph 1.05) and the additional strala put on the KI workshops during
the development of KII estate aggravated the situation. After the
completion of the KII tractor workshops in July 1976, KSC reorganised the
workshops into a light and heavv section, and the November 1976 missioz
again reported an improvement in maintenance and servicing. There was,
however, a shortage of spares and materials due to import restrictions
which was discussed with Treasury aad Kilimo representatives. Staffing
of the workshops lagged and by March 1977 onl- 5 of the 9 engineers
required were in post, middle echelon staff were only 40% of the cadre
and there was a shortage of Grade I mechanics. Although this was pointed
out to the management of KSC/SDC, the November 1977 mission again
reported poor operation and maintenance of equipment due to lack of
trained mechanics, workshop engineers, senior tractor workshop and
transportation staff and inadequate stocks of the correct spares. There
was a wide range of makes and models compounding the difficulty of proper
ordering, and although KSC could now order directly instead of through
the State Trading Corporation they did not have the qualified staff to
organize it efficiently. BY April 1978 five expatriate engineers had
been employed, local agents for vehicles and equipment had been called in
to carry out repairs and to advise on maintenance procedures, and
mechanization officers who had been acting as workshop engineers were now
in the agricultural department to control the use of plant and
machinery. By November 1978 a Farm Machinery and Transport Manager was
in post, a private firm of advisors had carried out a stores survey and
-were about to submit recommendations in inventory control, and KSC felt
they were getting on top of the equipment and vehicle operation and
maintenance problems. The improvement continued and KSC reported to the
August 1979 mission that they had 90% of vehicles and equipment plus 100%
of tractors and trailers on the road at the start of the 1979/80
campaign. A stores controller had been employed and was progressively
improving systems and about TSh 6m ($0.7m) worth of obsolete stock had
been identified which would be sold or modified to suit existing
requirements. Unfortunately, by the end of the 1980 milling season the
position had again deteriorated, there was a shortage of transport for
cane haulage causing shutdowns at both factories, and agricultural
practices were being skimped for lack of the correct equipment (paragraph
3.18).

3.28 At the request of SDC a special study was made in 1980 by the
KSC consultants, who also provided the management advisory services, and
they recommended a massive injection of field and transport equipment,
particularly into KI estate. The misuse of KII project equipment has
already been discussed at the end of paragraph 3.18. The situation was
partially alleviated by funds from the Export Development Credit and by
the control exercised by the new General Manager who took over in
February 1981. A new expatriate workshop team (2 Chief Engineers, 4
supervisors) under a Farm M;achinery/Transport Manager was installed in
1982, financed by Dutch aid and supplied by the consultants who provide
the management advisorv services and the current expatriate General
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Manager. In July 1983 a mission in connection with this PCR found that
the position of both KI and KII workshops was vastly improved but this
cannot be maintained without an injection of foreign exchange in the
immediate future, as most of the salvaged and modified spares have been
used up. Although the machines can be made to run, they cannot all be
operated at full capacity and a replacement program is necessary. Unless
this is put in hand immediately, the present expatriate staff cannot see
how they can achieve more than they have done and the position will again
deteriorate. The bulk of the expatriates, apart from two on the
permanent staff of the consultants, are on two year contracts but the
work ahead of them will take much longer; it is doubtful if all will wish
to extend their contracts unless they have the materials with which to do
their work.

3.29 Due to frequent changes In workshop staff and senior management,
coupled with a hand-to-mouth existence forced on KSC by import and
foreign exchange restrictions over the years, there has been a lack of a
coordinated equipoent policy. This has resulted in a multiplicity of
makes and types of machines making servicing and maintenance
unnecessarily difficult. Some of the machines on the inventory are not
now required and others are not ideally suited for the work to be done.
During discussions with the present expatriare staff at KSC, it was
agreed that the following action is now required: (1) Assess and list
accurately what machinery is required for the operations of KI and KII
plus outgrowers; (2) Prepare a full condition report on each existing
machine which fits 5nto this list; (3) Quantify costs to overhaul and
rehabilitate each machine; (4) Decide on (a) which machines can be
economically rehabilitated, (b) which should be sold or scrapped and (c)
what new purchases are essential; (5) Decide on necessary fleet changes
and standardisation for the future when considering item 4(c). This is a
big task and it is doubtful whether the existing expatriate staff can
undertake it and carry out thleir current work program at the same time.
Inputs by a specialist consultancy team will be required.

E. Ancillary Works and Other Items

3.30 Support work under Part - of the Project comprised the
construction of roads and a rail link, deep wells for a potable water
supply, staff housing, community center and guest house, shopping area,
primary school and a police station. Numerous problems attended the
implementation of these works, some of which were resolved during
implementation and some of which still exist.

Roads

3.31 Access roads to the factory and fields were successfully
constructed with equipment funded under the Project. The standards were
good and the roads have stood up remarkably well. Maintenance has been
only fair due to the lack of a planned program caused mainly by the lack
of trained management personnel, vehicles and equipment. This is a
matter which will require continued attention in the future to obviate an
expensive road rehabilitation program.
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Rail Link

3.32 The rail link for the transportation of sugar and molasses was
constructed by the East African Railways Corporation. W7ith the
dissolution of the East African Community in 1977 the service was taken
over by the Tanzania Railways Corporation, which for a variety of reasons
has been unable to provide adequate wagons and tankers since 1977. This
has resulted in KII sugar being mainly transported by road and molasses
being firstly transported to KI by private contractors owning small
tankers, where it is transferred to tankers on the TAZARA rail link for
delivery to Dar-es-Salaam for export. (KI is served by both TAZARA and
Tanzania Railways Corporation). This has resulted in heavy
transportation costs.

Wells and Potable Water

3.33 The original project design contemplated two deep wells and
these were constructed by an international firm of contractors based in
Tanzania. Some water was also supplied through the KII factory water
treatment plant. The deep well water supply has been unsatisfactory from
the beginning as regards quality and quantity and finally the wells
collapsed and are now unusable. The factory water supply depends on the
use of imported chemicals which are not always available, and with the
large increase in population at KII potable water is a problem. KSC
management have taken the matter up with the Regional Authorities who
agree that water supply in the area is really their responsibility and
will endeavor to obtain funds from the Central Government to ease the
situation. In view of Tanzania's current financial situation this will
not be easy and will inevitably take time. KSC intend to construct a
separate main to carry untreated water to be used for flushing toilets,
watering gardens, etc and are also planning an alternative good water
supply from springs situated close to the TANESCO power house complex.

Housing

3.34 International tenders were invited for the devel-pment of the
housing estate including staff houses, guest house, community center,
shopping center, school and police station in accordance with the SAeR.
The bids received were much higher than the allocations in the SAR and
the requirements had to be reassessed to suit the availability of funds.
A substantial part of the increase was due to the need for extra 'C' type
houses caused by the dispersal of people living close :o the estate at
the time of appraisal to distant Ujamaa villages. There were protracted
negotiations between the Bank/GOTISDC/KSC regarding how the cost overruns
were to be financed. Although adjustments could be made between
categories, GOT had to increase its counterpart funding. The contract
was finally awarded in January 1976 for 15 'A' type houses, 20 'B' type
houses and 704 'C' type houses, a guest house and a community center, and
the work was essentially completed by mid-1977. Modifications had to be
carried out later to the 'C' type houses to prevent the ingress of rain,
to give some privacy to the kitchen areas and to improve the drainage
system. Due to lack of supervision by the consultants, rectification
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work had to be carried out to the community center, which was done at the
consultants' expense. Cane cutters' camps to house seasonal labor are
being constructed under a phased program by KSC and in the meantime the
temporary camps set up by the building contractors are being used for
this purpose. Using hindsight more detailed planning at preparation and
appraisal and during implementation by the supervising consultants of
this large housing complex would have been advantageous.

Sugar Survey

3.35 To avoid continued piecemeal growth of the industry, the Project
included provision for a country-wide survey of sugar potential which
would identify possible development areas and include preparation of
detailed feasibility studies (SAR 4.14). The study was late in starting
and the TOR drafted by the appraisal mission had to be amended by SDC
(with Bank approval) to suit the changed conditions. As the study
progressed it was found that there was considerably more work involved
than envisaged at appraisal, including extensive soil analyses and aerial
surveys plus a manpower development survey. The final survey cost was
US$ 771,000 in foreign exchange plus TSh l.lm ($134,000) in local costs
of which $869,706 was claimed from Project funds.

3.36 The study report proposed for consideration by GOT/SDC the
expansion of Kilombero I factory from 40,000 to 43,000 tons and KII from
45,000 to 94,000 tons sugar per annum making a total of 137,000 tons;
expansion of Mtibwa from 25,000 to 54,580 tons; and the development of a
new estate and factory at Ruipa to produce 111,600 tons sugar per annum.
The reports contain much useful information but unfortunately, because of
the decline in the sugar industry mainly due to Tanzania's foreign
exchange constraints, they cannot be used for developing new expansion
projects at present. Because of the decline in Kilombero performance a
rehabilitation instead of an expansion program is under consideration,
Mti')wa expansion -was scaled down to a factory improvement project (being
funded by the Netherlands), and the Ruipa project is held in abeyance.
Ihe manpower study (see para. 3.40 below) was linked to the expansion
program but the criteria in the report still hold good and the report,
therefore, can be used as a guide to assist SDC in its manpower planning
even at a lover scale. It is a pity that more benefit is not going to
emerge from such a large expenditure on studies, but the idea at
appraisal was sound and the sad turn of events ix the sugar industry only
manifested themselves after the completion of the studies.

Training and Research

3.37 Because of the acute shortage of suitably trained manpower in
Tanzania at technical and higher levels, a training program was built
into the Project. At the time of appraisal GOT had decided to set up a
National Sugar Institute (NSI) at Kilomberc funded by the Dutch. KSC had
in place a system comprising in-company training schemes and fellowships
aimed at upgrading its staff at all levels. These programs required
strengthening and expansion to meet the needs of KII estate and factorv
as well as the general growth of the sugar industry.
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3.38 An experienced expatriate training coordinator/instructor was to
be recruited under the Project to review and upgrade existing training
courses, curricula and procedures. More workers and supervisory staff
than necessary for KI would be employed so that they could receive
training, and then experienced personnel would be divided between 1l and
KII when the latter became operational. Training was to cover all facets
of the sugar industry including field work, cane transportation, tractor
workshops, factory operations, factory workshops and maintenance, civil
works, administration and accounts.

3.39 Despite repeated requests the training coordinator was never
recruited, and finally a Tanzanian was sent on a diploma course in
'Industrial Education and Training". Training at lower levels based on
in-company training worked reasonably well, but training for middle level
supervisory staff got off to a slow start and it was only at the
beginning of 1978 through the insistence of supervision missions that
overseas training programs were initiated. 28 candidates were sent for
overseas training in material management, accountancy, industrial safety,
general management, mechanical and electrical engineering, industrial
education and training, personnel management, crop pathology, planning
and control in agriculture, irrigation, sugar cane technology and power
electronics. Apart from this a number of candidates were sent for
training to various establishments within Tanzania.

3.40 Out of Project funds, US$515,668 was spent on training, about
US$36,000 was provided by the main factory contractors for factory
training and US$107,000 was provided by the Dutch Government in the
advisory consultants' contract which was utilised for various training
facilities. The Bank also provided a sum of US$276,000 for equipment for
the NSI. In the national sugar study (para. 3.35 above) financed under
the Project, the consultants made a thorough study of manpower and
training needs for the sugar industry as a whole and submitted a report
to SDC in January 1980. At that time, taking into account the sugar
expansion program which GOT had in mind, the consultants assessed that
the additional manpower requirements were for 183 managerial, 410
supervisory, 185 clerical, 1,618 artisanal and 426 semi-skilled workers:
a total of 2,822 personnel over a ten year period. The costs were
estimated at TSh 39.5m ($4.8m) local and US$448,000 foreign costs. These
figures will be reduced because the expansion program cannot take place
as planned, but they give an indication of what is still required for
manpower training in Tanzania's sugar industry.

3.41 In spite of the training efforts made under the Project, the
results in terms of institution-building were not up to appraisal
expectations. Although most trainees returned to work at KSC (at least
initially), they still lacked depth of practical experience and were not
yet in a position to assume posts with independent management
responsibility. This is manifested by the current status where,
alongside the management advisory agreement, no less than eleven
expatriates have had to continue to be employed (under Dutch Aid) to fill
such posts as General Manager, Field Superintendent, Mechanisation
Superintendent, Irrigation Superintendent, Farm machinery/Transport
Manager, two tractor workshop engineers and four supervisors. There are
several technical posts in the factories filled by expatriates and the
Chief Accountant-cum-Financial Controller is also an expatriate. Sugar
estates/factories are usually in remote and somewhat inhospitable areas,
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making it difficult to attract local managerial and technical staff of
the required calibre unless they are given considerable incentives to
take up these posts. Apart from this there is still a chronic shortage
in Tanzania of the numerous skills required to run a sugar industry and
it will take several years at considerable expense to rectify the
situation.

Research

3.42 Sugar research in East Africa was coordinated by the East
African Agriculture and Forestry Research Organisation (EAAFRO) with
headquarters at Muguga in Kenya. The EAAFRO sugar research station
responsible for the introduction, selection and breeding of new varieties
is at Kibaha in Tanzania. Pest control was based in Uganda. National
research comes under the Ministry of Agriculture but only limited variety
trial work was carried out at its research station at Katrin. Most
applied researcl is carried out by estates but this has been limited in
quantity and quality. With the break-up of the East African Community in
1977 the facilities at Kibaha were reduced. At KSC only little useful
work has been done and improvements made during the Project due to the
general constraints (see para. 3.11). The research component in the
Project was limited to the supply of two agronomists, two assistants and
some equipment. Even if the component had been bigger, it is doubtful if
under the circumstances prevailing at KSC more could have been achieved.
The sugar industry has approached GOT to implement a program of applied
research covering irrigation, drainage, field mechanisation, smut and
nematode control, cane quality and new varieties appropriate to various
geographical areas. With the new rapport being built up between the
three East African community countries, sugar research may improve but
this will take time.

Follow-On Project

3.43 In view of the continuing shortfall in overall sugar supply
compared with demand projections over the longer term, it was expected by
both the Bank and GOT that a follow-on project would emanate from the
results of the Sugar Study and feasibility reports. As explained in
para. 3.36, with the decline in Kilombero performance, it became apparent
that further expansion of Kilombero was unrealistic for the time being
and what is really required is rehabilitation of existing facilities.
Meanwhile, the Dutch had agreed to finance the necessary improvements to
Mtibwa factory. As preparation of a rehabilitation project at Kilombero
proceeded, the Danish Government, who had been requested by GOT to assist
in rehabilitating the Tanganyika Planting Company (TPC), approached the
Bank to ascertain how they could coordinate their action with the
Bank's. It was agreed in March 1981 that the Dutch would cooperate with
the Bank on the Kilombero rehabilitation while the Danes would cooperate
with the Bank on TPC rehabilitation. It was also agreed between SDC/GOT
and the lenders by the end of 1981 that a healthy overall sugar sector
was a prerequisite to a successful rehabilitation project and preparation
would therefore encompass the whole sugar sector. Five scenarios have
been developed covering full rehabilitation down to holding operations,
but the costs are high, particularly the recurrent foreign exchange costs
which will be
required to keep the industry going after rehabilitation. It is doubtful
if Tanzania can afford to embark on any of the scenarios given its

present economic situation, and the matter is under consideration by the
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GOT. With its present limited resources, Tanzania will have to
decide no its priorities within the agricultural sector and where tvie
sugar industry fits into these priorities. The sugar industry is
relatively foreign exchange-intensive and the Bank's recent Agricultural
Sector Report rated sugar as a low priority in economic terms. It is an
import substitution crop as opposed to a foreign exchange earner (except
fcr molasses and the Lome convention quota), and to keep it in a healthy
state requires a large slice of Tanzania's limited foreign exchange
resources. The industry also requires cousiderable management and
technical skills which have not yet been developed in Tanzania. It will
take time and money to rectify the situation, and Tanzania's sugar
industry will continue to have to rely on expatriate management and donor
assis;,ance for some years to come.

Procurement

3.44 At the very beginning of Project implementation, problems in
procurement arose because of the Managing Agents' tendency to disregard
the Bank's procedural guidelines in their professed desire to 'get on
with the job". This was manifested particularly in the following two
actions: (i) award of a contract for staff housing without the required
approval from the Bank (this was subsequently proposed to be finauced
from other sources); and (ii) appointment of a Dutch firm as the
principal design and supervision consultants, also without prior RBnk
approval (the firm was retained after it had agreed to beef up its
staff). Apart from these initial lapses at the commencement of the
Project, procurement procedures were subsequently followed in accordance
with Bank Guidelines and the Legal Documents.

IV. Project Impact

4.01 Despite the development of considerable infrastructure, the
P°Tject so far has had less than its intended impact largely due to three
factors, at least two of which were beyond its control: a rapidly
(particularly in later years) deteriorating general economic situation, a
difficult and unsupportive policy environment, and extremely weak
management. With a severe overall shortage of foreign exchange and
completely inadequate ex-factory prices, the Project (as well as the
existing KI estate) was starved of funds for normal operation,
maintenance spares, and replacement of equipment. Weaknesses in
management (including the expatriate advisors) were manifested in the
failure to improve the irrigation and drainage systems at both KI and
RII, the use of unsuitable and costly cultivation practices, the
toleration of poor husbandry standards, etc. These weaknesses were
further compounded by the total lack of labor discipline resulting from
the politicization of management-labor relations which, among other
things, made it almost impossible to dismiss incompetent staff.

4.02 Although the results and benefits estimated during preparation
and appraisal have not been fully achieved, the Project has undoubtedly
developed the Kidatu area: the establishment of the estate and the XII
factory with the ancillary infrastructure is of great potential benefit
to Tanzania. Considerable effort is now required by GOT/SDC/KSC to
improve and sustain cane yields to ensure that the factory is kept
continuously fed to capacity, thereby exploiting to the maximum the large

investment wnich has been made.
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4.03 The sugarcane outgrowers in the area have received extensive
assistance and a base has been formed from which further improvement is
possible. More detailed organisation and control is necessary, however,
to obtain the full benefits of outgrower cane production bearing in mind
that the KII factory has to depend on outgrowers for about one-third of
its cane supply. This subject will have to be more vigorously tackled by
GOT/SDC/KSC in the interests of both the outgrowers and KSC.

4.04 The Project provided employment to many hundreds during
implementation and has created permanent and seasonal employment since
the factory started up in 2977. The number of permanent employees in KII
rose from 982 in January 1977 to a peak of 2,206 in December 1978 and has
now levelled off at about an average of 1,200. There is a large employee
turnover, a few leaving with due notice and a large number merely
absconding from duty for personal reasons. Seasonal labor varied between
about 1,200 in 1977 rising to 3,632 in 1980 and now averages about
2,500. If the necessary effort referred to in the two preceding
paragraphs is applied, there is greater useful employment potential.

4.05 The implementation and subsequent management of this Project has
highlighted the difficulties which obtain in running an efficient sugar
industry. GOT/SDC are now much more fully aware of the problems which
inevitably arise unless the ex-factory price of sugar is regularly
adjusted to ensure company liquidity and thereby the capacity to finance
replacements of equipment and the purchase of spares. Apart from this,
the necessity to make a regular allocation of foreign exchange of a
substantial amount to KSC (and the sugar industry in general) has become
clear.

V. Financial Performance

5.01 As showrn in Table 1 the total project costs were estimated at
appraisal at US$55.8m (TSh 397.9m) and the financing was to be shared as
shown in para. 2.08. The Tanzanian contribution included at least USt4m
of self-generated funds by KSC who were expected to produce a net surplus
of US$10m after taxation in the 5 years from 1973/74 to 1977/78. In the
same period GOT was expected to receive a further US$4m in excise duty
from the incremental sugar production. From 1978/79, the Project's sixth
year, GOT was expected to show a positive net cash flow exceeding US$5m
per year (SAR 6.08).

5.02 Changes in the price structure of sugar are shown in Table 9
together with the variation in excise duty, etc. The profit and loss
accounts of KSC for the fiscal years 1973 - 1981 are shown in Table 10.
The salient figures from these tables together with production figures of
KI factory have been compiled in Table 12. Actual sugar production at KI
dropped from 39,072 tons in 1973/74 to 20,094 tons in 1981/82. At
appraisal it was assumed to be 44,000 tons in 1973/74 and remain constant
thereafter at 45,000 tons per annum. XII actual production commenced in
1976/77 with 11,612 tons sugar rising to 30,000 tons in 1981/82, whereas
at appraisal it was expected to commence at 34,000 tons rising to 44,000
tons per annum over the same period. KSC, therefore, did not produce the
net surplus of US$10m as anticipated between 197;/74 and 1977/78. Apart
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from 1973/74 KSC ran at an actual operating loss from 1974/75, and by
1977/78 the accumulated loss was TSh 26.5m (US$ 3.71m). In 1980/81 GOT
waived previous and current interest payments due by KSC, but even then
the accumulated losses had risen to TSh 38.25m (US$ 5.4m). With the
large increase in the ex-factory price in 1981/82 (mainly due to
negotiations for preparation of the rehabilitation project), the position
is now better and in 1981/82, due to an operating surplus of TSh 30.7m
plus TSh 8.5 other income, the accumulated loss had been reduced to TSh
0.7m, even on the low throughput of 50,000 tons. The main point,
however, is that KSC has been unable to contribute to the Project as
anticipated and the burden has fallen on GOT through SDC.

5.03 From the incremental sugar production in the KIT factory, using
the sales tax, excise duties, etc shown in Table 12, the total revenue
which accrued to GOT for the years 1976/77 and 1977/78 was TSh 66.4m (US$
9.3m). The amount from excise duty alone was TSh 14.34m (US$ 2m)
compared with the appraisal figure of US$ 4m. This ignores the actual
drop in KI production and the resultant loss in excise duty between
1973/74 and 1977/78. Actual production of the two factories is between
50-56% of appraisal targets and GOT revenue from excise duty, sales tax,
etc is very nuch lower than anticipated. GOT, however, introduced a
special revenue account in November 1974 of TSh 2,800 per ton, made other
adjustments and raised the domestic price from TSh 3,000 to TSh 6,000 per
ton. It will be seen from Table 9 how frequently changes were being made
to the price structure at this time in order to collect more revenue.
The sugar companies, however, did not get the full benefit of these price
increases and suffered in general in not having enough funds to carry out
adequate repairs and replacements. Due to the difficult foreign exchange
situation, spares were scarce and exorbitant prices had to be paid for
such items as were available. Although ex-factory prices were adjusted
from time to time, the increases usually were too little, came too late
and did not cover the cost of production. At negotiations it bad been
agreed that GOT would set an ex-factory price which would give a return
on the capital employed, taking one year with another, of at least 9%.
Due to the low production, the high rate of inflation and other demands
on GOT resources, the factory prices were never in fact adjusted to
achieve this during the project period, despite Bank supervisiou missions
continuing to point this out as a problem. (It may be recallf2d that it
was substantially on this pricing issue that IFC and other private
investors had been obliged some years earlier to sell their shareholdings
in Kilombero to the Government).

5.04 The actual project costs amounted to TSh 504.94m ($63.2m) and
were incurred as shown in Table 11. The actual financing percentages
compared with those at appraisal were:

Dutch Danish IBRD/IDA Tanzania Total
Govt Govt

Appraisal Total (US$m) 11 17.3 18 9.5 55.8
Actual Total (US$m) 11 17.3 18 16.9 63.2
Appraisal percent 20 31 32 17 100
Actual percent 17.43 27.42 28.53 26.62 100
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VI. Institutional Performance and Development

6.01 During appraisal it was determined that there was insufficient
local management strong enough to continue running KI and at the same
time implement a Project of this size. At negotiations, therefore, it
was agreed that as a condition of effectiveness a new m3naging agency
agreement would be signed between KSC and the then existing Managing
Agents. It was also agreed that prior Bank approval would be obtained to
the terms of any renewal of the agreement or to any alternative
arrangements which may be made. (Paragraphs 2.06(h)and 2.07(c)). In
1977 GOT/SDC were keen to have KSC managed by Tanzanians and at the same
time the Managing Agents did not appear particularly keen to continue to
carry full management responsibilities. With the agreement of the Bank,
because at that time it did appear that local top management who had been
in the sugar industry for many years could cope, the managing agency was
changed to a management advisory agreement. This was not a success,
local top management failed and was replaced by expatriates. KSC is now
being run with a large expatriate staff indicating that institutional
development has been slower than expected at appraisal (paragraphs 3.08,
3.11, 3.18, 3.28).

6.02 A training program was built into the Project because of the
shortage of suitably trained manpower and an expatriate training
coordinator was to be recruited. The coordinator was never employed,
training got off to a slow start and had to be rushed towards the end of
the Project. Nevertheless a considerable amount was spent on trainiag
and it is disappointing that some ten years later so many expatriate
staff have still to be employed. If GOT wish to have a successful sugar
Industry managed by Tanzanians, a properly coordinated training program
for the whole industry is required (paras. 3.37-3.41).

6.03 KSC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Sugar Development
Corporation (SDC). During the life of the Project there were numerous
changes in top management of SDC and they did not have senior experienced
technical staff to guide or monitor the work of KSC. Certain SDC staff
were sent on training under the Project which has been of L_nefit, but
much more has to be done if SDC is to be effective as a holding company
fully able to monitor the performance of its subsidiaries.

6.04 Because of the problems outlined above, heavy reliance on
consultants has resulted. Some consultants have been engaged for
specific tasks within the Project while others have operated over long
periods such as those providing management and management advisory
services. Performance and the results have been varied. The consultancy
work covering the housing and the KII irrigation scheme left something to
be desired. The sugar study was adequately handled although there were
cost overruns. The yields at Kilombero and the Project declined despite
having been managed by the firm of consultants who were insisted on by
the appraisal mission. SDC staff have pointed out that the managers (and
subsequently advisors) were working under difficult conditions and in
many instances their instructions/advice had not been adhered
to/followed. This is essentially correct but the consultants should have
then made clear their inability to manage under the prevailing conditions.
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Compliance with Legal Covenants

6.05 During implementation both SDC and KSC had to be reminded by
most supervision missions (and during CouDtry Implementation Reviews) of
compliance with legal covenants. At the close of the Project there were
three Project Agreement conditions which had been violated: PA 3.05(b),
the training officer was never employed but a staff officer was trained
under the Project (para. 3.44); PA 4.02, submission of audited accounts
was always late; PA 2.04(b), without reference to the Bank a large number
of items of agricultural equipment were diverted for use on KI estate,
not part of the Project (para. 3.18). Clause 3.05 of the Development
Credit Agreement whereby the ex-factory price of sugar should be adjusted
to allow 9% return on the capital employed "taking one year with another"
was never achieved. Although an amendment to the Subsidiary Loan
Agreement (SlA 2.04) was agreed in principle by HQ on December 28, 1979,
the final amendments were never submitted to the Bank for approval.

VII. Bank Performance

7.01 The Bank went into this Project with its eyes open having had
the experience of the two previous investments by IFC in 1960 and 1964.
The various issues were addressed during preparation, pre-appraisal and
appraisal and the rationale for the Project made good sense. The
estimated potential yields, however, proved in practice to be
over-optimistic. It has now been learned from experience that a more
cautious approach is required taking into account all the constraints if
a project of this type is to be a success.

7.02 Phvsical implementation was satisfactory bearing in mine the
complexity of the Project. Supervision by RM1EA was regular, there was
continuity of staff and the mix of disciplines of members was correct.
MOA, SDC and KSC commented appreciatively on more than one occasion on
the help and guidance received from missions. The missions concentrated
initially on the KII Project and using hindsight it might have been
beneficial if they had looked more closely at KI operations earlier thar.
they did, when the downslide of YI yields and equipment might have been
identified. In the same context it would have helped if an
agriculturist/agronomist had been attached to some of the missions
between 1975 and 1978. At the same time it must be borne in mind that
KSC was managed and advised by a firm of international consultants having
a reputation of sugar experience and had been connected with KSC for many
years. One would have expected them to have brought the problems they
zere facing to the notice of supervision missions but there is no record
of this having been done.

7.03 Bank staff were helpful in dealing with financial problems
arising from the housing cost cverruns at the beginning of the Project,
assisting in getting GOI to reimburse KSC with funds, and funding some of
the equipment in the National Sugar Institute. They also interceded on
numerous occasions regarding ex-factory prices, although their success in
this field was not verv marked.

7.04 In the final stages it was Bank supervision-cum-preparation
missions which identified and highlighted the problems facing KSC as a
whole and guided SDC on how they should be tackled. Overall, Bank

performance has been satisfactory.
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VIII. Economic Re-Evaluation

8.01 The major quantifiable benefit of the Project has been increased
sugar production which has substituted for imports and thereby helped
improve Tanzania's balance of payments position. However, due to the
various causes cited in earlier sections, actual KII production under the
Project has fallen well short of the appraisal targets of 45,000 tons'
sugar and 16,000 tons' molasses annually from 1979. The peak sugar
output level reached by XII was in fact only 32,889 tons (in 1978179),
after which production fell off again. In the absence of further major
rehabilitation investments, the best that can be hoped for over the next
10-12 years is that annual sugar production at KII can be held around the
25,000 ton level.

8.02 Largely as a result of the shortfall in sugar (and molasses)
production, the economic rate of return (ERR) on project investments is
now estimated at about 4% (Table 13). Ihis is well below the likely
opportunity cost of capital in Tanzania and compares unfavorably with the
ERR figure of 12.9% anticipated at the time of appraisal. If sugar
production had in fact increased at the rate projected in the appraisal
report, the revised ERR would have been a more satisfactory 12%. The ERR
could also be significantly higher if world sugar prices rise
substantially above the levels projected for the rest of this decade,
although this is unlikely.

8.03 The above ERR estimate tak"s account of all investment,
operating and maintenance costs, including items such as research,
training and the sugar sector survey whose benefits in the long run would
accrue to the economy as a whole and not just to the Project. Costs and
benefits have been computed at border prices in constant 1981/82 terms,
and exclude all taxes, duties and subsidies. Since sugar production
under the Project is being used entirely for import substitution, the
economic analysis was based on import parity prices for sugar based on
the World Bank's commodity price data and forecasts, with appropriate
adjustments for ocean freight, handliDg and other charges (see footnote 6
in Appendix to Table 13). On the other h- iJ, since molasses output
(equal to roughly 3.5% of cane produced by weight) is largely exported,
.t has been valued on the basis of export parity prices.

8.04 In all calculations of economic costs and benefits, the foreign
exchange component (direct and indirect) h ; been shadow-priced to
reflect the economic cost of foreign exchange to Tanzania. Specifically,
the shadow exchange rate has been taken as '0% above the official rate in
1973/74-1975/76, 50% above the official rare in 1976/77-1979/80, and 200%
above the official rate thereafter (see iootnote 2 in Appendix to Table
13). In view of the difficulties occasionally experienced by Kilombero
in obtaining labor to work in the cane fields, the shadow wage rate has
been taken as equal to the market wage.
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IX. Conclusions

9.01 The objective of creating a plantation and constructing a
factory with the associated infrastructure to achieve considerable
savings in foreign exchange was sound when the Project was conceived in
1972/73. Although the implementation was carried out reasonably
successfully, the economic situation in Tanzania deteriorated rapidly
during the project period. The Project and KSC as a company suffered
from poor ex-factory prices which prevented RSC from generating funds to
replace the existing KI equipment and they therefore used KIUI project
equipment on KI to get over their difficulties. There was not enough
equipment to serve both KI and KII which resulted in the KII Project
suffering and the KI problem not being really solved. The sudden
deterioration of management exacerbated the situation, resulting in a
rehabilitation project having to be considered for Kilombero.

9.02 Lessons to be learned from this Project are:

a) It should not be readily assumed that an ongoing company
or parastatal (however well managed) can easily handle
the substantial increase in workload and responsibilities
involved in taking on a large new project in addition to
its existing operations. The additional management
responsibilities and staff needs should be carefully
assessed and provided for in each such case, and the
possibility of creating an ancillary unit or entity (part
of, and reinforcing, the original organization) to assist
in preject implementation should also be considered.

b) Pricing policy and financial performance covenants can be
critical to the success or failure of revenue-earning
entitities, particularly when the internal generation of
funds is an integral part of the overall financing plan
for a project (mainly to cover maintenance and
replacement needs). The enforcement of such covenants
should therefore receive highest priority in the Bank's
dialogue with the Government, both in the course of
project supervision and as part of general agricultural
sector policy discussions.

c) In all sugar projects it is necessary to realise at the
outset the relatively high foreign exchange component in
both operating and replacement costs. This is
particularly the case when the objective is foreign
exchange savings and the crop or product is not actually
creating foreign exchange. Governments then have to made
adequate provisions for foreign exchange allocations from
their own resources.
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d) In crops such as sugar and particularly in countries like
Tanzania where so many operating difficulties abound, it
is only prudent to be somewhat conservative in
projections of benefits and implementation schedules,
with appropriate allowance for likely delays and risks of
non-performance in accordance with expectations. This
does not indicate that a negative attitude should prevail
but all possible constraints should be taken into account
to arrive at realistic projections under the particular
circumstances.

(e) Although turnkey contracts may initially appear to have a
somewhat higher cost than separate contracts for
equipment, shipping, installation, etc., they may later
avoid costly delays in accrual of benefits and also
ensure the provision of an important management element
in the procurement process (particularly in situations
where foreign technical assistance is otherw'.'e a
sensitive issue). Projects should, therefore, allow more
scope for use of turnkey contracts, with proper
evaluation of bids including the relatively greater risks
and costs of delays in delivery and installation under
separate contracts.



KILOMBERO SUGAR PROJECT (Loan 1041-TA/Credit 513-TA)
APPRAISAL COST ESTIMATES Proportion Foreign

Local Foreign Total Local Foreign Total of Total Rixchngo
(Tah Jion) _ 5 llion) (S) 1/

Part I

Develo2rdnt Coats

LAnd developnont, transport, and
irripation OqUiiPGnt 3.2 45.6 14878 0. 6.5 L 6 8 12 94

Other lwad d.velojamt coats 11.0 6.7 17.7 1.5 1. 2.5 438
Mon-factory buildinga and equtiymnt 9.6 4.4 14.0 1.4 0.6 2.0 4 32
Water nd electricity suppliea 0.9 1.6 2.5 0.1 0.3 °4 1 6
Coummity faoilitius 1.7 0.6 2.3 0.2 0.1 0.3 1 25
Accoag Railvay and Road 1.7 2.7 J. 0.2 0.4 _O.6 1

Sub-total 281 61,6 89.7 3 8 i2Z.6 23 69

Research and TratilnA 3.1 3.0 6.1 0.5 0.4 0.9 1 49

SMar Survre 0.5 1.6 2.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 1 73 1

Kiloea District Devaolont Corp. _0.5 0,2 0,-7/Y J_1

Total 32.2 66.4 98.6 4.5 9.4 13.9 25 67

Continionoies

Flhyical 3.8 7.4 11.2 0.6 1.0 1.6 3 W 66
Price 18. 355 53 285 5.C 7.5 13 $/ 66

Total Part, 1 54.3 109.3 163.6 7.6 l154 23.0 41 67

Part II

pacto (Tumkiey contract inoliing
plants mochinery, freight iUtsurance
and local transport) 32.2 195.2 227.4 4.5 27.3 31.8 57 86

Factory supurron _ 6.9 6.9 1.0 1.0 2 100

Total Part II 32.2 202.1 234.3 4.5 28.3 32.8 59 83

Total Project Cost 86.5 311.IJ 397.9 12.1 43.7 55.8 100 o

/ Including contingencies.
2/ Less than US$100,000.

l/ Less than 0.5%.
4V 3% on total Project cost axl 11% on Part I base cost.

I/ 1,1( .r t,ntn1 proinr?t. no0 nndi ;q% on Part I base coot.



T~WA%UA

ULM

9Lcem~w Project (Lom 11-'E /Crdt 513-T)

w - RSK

1973/74 197405 1975176 1976M 1977/78 1978179 D M 
APIRAIAL KW&'i APRUAShL WMlI APilWS&AM IAfL APfBALSA CIALX APMIALS AC1UAL AMMAIAL AMUAL APIRAM&~ MAO AM~iLMW

Irz$aztei Etate
Irauery - 225 6bi 206 700 3bO 340 330 240 245 240 37# ZO 461 - -
P3t (- - 780 2,334 2,0C0 2,306 360 2,342 460 33 460 350 460 1,11 6 - -
OitUng II - - - 216 10O 1,123 2,700 997 700 2,846 700 3U3 700 212 - -
'ei?tlg III - - - - - 216 100 150 2,100 968 700 2,190 70) 45 - -tUagIV - - - -III - - 150 1,400 894 700 1,362 - -
fttlj IV - - - - - - - - - - - - 700 435 -

Uu~,ot~d - -- - - - 700 63B 700 724 700 1,577 - - - -

Eainfed Esate
Pim u - - 760 - 22U 1,092 760 1,395 760 2,368 760 588 760 a B s 760 60
AttiIuI - - - - 2,060 - 220 - 760 1,224 760 2,53 760 933 760 196Otti II1 - - - - - - 2,060 - 220 - 760 860 760 2,3V7 760 936
Q±tf1 IV - - 2,060 - 22D - 760 86 760 1,03OittibV - - - - - - - - - - 1,300 - 220 4B 760 601
Cuzttlr4VI - - - - - - - - - - - - 540 - - -
Qhots VI - - - - - - 760 588 760 318 760 6/0 - -

Rainfed, Nm Outgwszu
pImc.e - - - - 960 320 960 694 480 858 480 774 400 1,529 480 20
QtUu fl- -- - - - 960 - 960 - 480 165 480 162 480 50
Cattb I1I - - - - - - - - 960 - 960 L6 4B0 98 480 105ttizr8 IV - - - - - - - - - - 480 10 960 32 460 74
(uttimg - - - - - - - 6 480 33

o d - - - - - - - - 480 - 480 - 490 - 40 

N?tO: Mber of auttirio and a4a do wt Drmapour with thme 1n premng or foUmdrn yram bwaue f deferrle CMe cNWd by delyu fecb.yOicua irt iin 1976 axd bai wather In 1977. r
I.



TANWA

idiaIero uwr Project (IDm 1041-T/redit 513-U)

w1}r aMEalN RE

1(31 ow Pktidl Sde&Lle (at avm yield) M TM

1975/1976 1976/1977 197711978 9719781979 1979/1960 1980/198 m1U1J2S
APHAISAL MMIUAI AP SAISL CIUAL APIAISAL ACIL AFSAL MMlAL APMA1SAL MCAUALmISL CIIML M MLMmL

Tigted EBtate

ant Ote 46,800 42,795 .120,000 132,068 21,600 2,303 27,600 4,549 27,600 25,876 27,600 13,553 - 2,31
itting II - - 5,000 33,059 135,000 66,447 35,000 10,892 35,W00 5,510 35,000 30,101 - 33,591
ittng LVI - - - 3,809 4,500 23,023 94,500 59,237 31,500 602 31,500 7,296 - 35,149
ttlng Ir, - - - - 3,717 - 2,510 56,000 38,757 28,000 624 - 9,429
itting V - - - - - - 12,874 21,000 28,649 - l,l8
'tti VI- - - - - - - - - - - - 13,850
TAL 46,800 42,795 125,000 168,936 161,100 95,490 157,100 77, 1 l S0,100 83,619 1431i- 80,W 152 W

infed E&tate
ant Cane 30,400 8,00 3,365 30,400 72,865 30,400 33,004 30,400 5,235 30,400 4,989 - 24,305
tting I - - 90,640 - 9,680 27,920 33,340 71,11B 33,440 31,979 33,440 4,529 - 4,377
tting III - - - - 76,220 - 8,140 21,368 28,120 57,044 28,120 23,393 - 3,478
tting IV - - - - - - 65,920 - 7,040 19,090 24,32D 45,543 - 13,983
ttingV - - - - - - - - 35,100 1,331 5,940 12,330 - 35,760
ttlm VI - - - - - - - -VII - - 13 946
TAL 30,400 - 99,440 36,365 116,300 100,785 137,800 12490 134,100 114,679 134 907 95

infed, Now Otgusw
ant e - - 31,680 - 31,680 - 15,840 21,219 15,840 6,310 15,W0 2,025 15,840 -
tting II - - - - 33,600 - 33,600 11,442 16,000 16,085 16,800 4,898 16,800 1.811
ttin.g III - - - - - - 28,800 1,504 28,800 9,596 14,400 10,278 14,400 3,952
tttDg IV - - - 889 12,960 1,166 25,920 7,241 12,960 6,914
ttla V - - - - - - - 544 - - 3,731 12,000 10,041
rAL - - 31,680 - 65,280 - 78,240 35,S4 74,400 33,701 72,WO 28,173 72,OQD 22,718

lating OatgrouMrs 66,000 - 66,000 - 66,000 - 66,000 73,069 66,000 72,512 66,000 83,373 66,000 74,1M

CC LCANE ~ ~143,20D 42-,795 -322,120- 205,301 408,6B0 196,275 43'9,140 31DIS01 424,6C0D 304S1 416,1f60 282 =5 4S,00_. 9i&t

gr Pro&xtan c
t 10.52) 15,000 - 33,800 11,612 42,900 23,105 46,100 32,889 44,600 26,620 43,700 28,566 43U 30,000



Klfk SUWAR RPJLT (L 1O41-A71IT 51-)

Br1JBJ OMPMON REc,RT

O U(fRS EVBiIP Hr SQHU

WAMAA VIUIES KmA DISIRIC1' LvEIDRw (o EaAN
NI4 RE- RAMO MOTAL NEW RE- RAMON IAL i Wasi uMFM

YIMR FLAW CAI PLAYD CE Ci PIANrkl CA PI1D CA CAM O mIRWS MEAL
ACT AER ACr AIR PCT AIR ALT Ali Aff AM Acr AIR ALT AIR AM Ag KMcr aR

1975/76 240 336 - - - - 240 336 80 624 - - - - 80 624 2,200 2,20O 2,520 3,160

1.976/77 194 336 60 - 247 336 501 672 5(K 624 - - 250 624 750 1,248 2,776 2,200 4,0 4,1

1977/78 85B 168 - - 440 672 1,298 840 - 312 - - 750 1,248 750 1,560 3,10B 2,20D 5,156 4,600

L978/79 500 - - 168 779 672 1,279 840 274 - - 312 614 1,248 888 1,560 3,221 2,200 5,388 4,6l0 W

1979/80 1,;M1 - - 168 976 672 2,237 84. 268 -312 876 1,248 1,144 1,560 3,221 2,200 6,60 4,60D

1980/81 - - - 168 1,391 672 1,3)1 8 - - - 312 1,136 1,248 1,36 1,560 3,942 2,2D0 6,469 4,600

1981/82 - - - 168 1,430 672 1,430 840 - - - 312 1,143 1,248 1,150 1,560 3,932 2,200 6,512 4,60D

1982/83 - - - 168 990 672 990 84U - - 312 8B4 1,248 824 1,560 4,404 2,200 6,218 4,600

19a3/84 - - 18 168 620 672 638 - - - 312 637 1,248 637 1 560 3,971 2,20D 5,246 4,600

CT - ACL

AER - APHtALSAL

-Iv

I-.
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Table 5

~Bm MM=s RE~ m0

&uuiry of Yrly labory ePorts 1974/75 - 1979/80

Nm of Factoxy (Rmube) ilazbero -KE

Year 1976/77 1977/78 1979 1979M) 1980181

Start of seasn 10/9/76 14/7177 116/78 1/6/79 1/6/80
Ed of seasm 14/3m 14/2/78 29/f118 18/1/79 10/12/8O
Seasc days 175 174 182 173 192
Coa CxushId 153,974.67 257,748.39 323,241.65 3D0,981.93 302,760.70
Sugar produced 11,612.2 23,105.3 32,889.70 26,620.3 28,566.0

meld 7.54 8.96 10.17 8.81 9.44
Cane zwgr zatLo 13.26 11.16 9.83 11.34 10.60
Pal % canp 12.31 12.04 12.91 11.64 12.56
Fibr % caXn 15.19 13.22 15.65 16.24 15.26
mil extraction 92.72 95.54 95.62 94.49 94.61
Reduced extimcti 94.19 95.82 96.62 95.96 95.72
Boiling htxse remv. 65.98 77.46 89.27 80.07 78.79
BodlU-g hlN Peffc. 79.31 93.86 95.06 92.27 90.75
Overil rewwuty 61.18 74.01 78.44 75.35 74.54
Total losses .51.79 25.99 21.56 24.64 25.46
Insaes.1i bEsaee 7.70 4.45 4.38 5.50 5.39
Tosses In mlasseq 33.37 15.37 13.45 10.99 12.19
Ls6ses in filtercake 1.39 1.26 1.27 1.97 2.15
rk JteuTdrpd loss 9.33 4.91 2.46 6.1Q 5.73

Season bours (S.HL) 4,169.00 5,157.00 4,337.25 4,141.0 4,602.5
MlI ing hours Z S.HL 46.5z 54.58 76.06 77.63 71.37
Total stops Z S.H. 54.24 45.95 22.07 22.37 28.63
Caw kbortage % S.H. 23.12 31.95 6.84 10.59 15.06
Teckhkal stops Z S.H. 28.03 9.84 14.91 10.43 13.53
Non-tech. stops Z S.H. 3.0B 4.16 9.26 1.35 15.06
Tcxs Cane/S.H 36.93 49.98 74.53 72.92 65.78
Canemhil day (G.C.) 1,906.16 2,198.28 2,352 2,254.65 2,212.23
Sugar/S.H. (tcns) 2.78 4.48 7.58 6.43 6.21
StEar/htfIlbg day 143.75 197.03 239.29 198.75 208.73
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7Wle 6

MD2

mm S -r CE cr !iL

Ha= CmA= Ea

TCtar CaPEU1e

(Im CLmul= a Prde atim, PLmtig and Czi)

OPERA:IN MAr 1/ WCR EE CAUE TME 2/
Ca) Clear, Pp4m-

DRCE A;/St -
AC-IA 5APRAL ACML APERS.

- neIz1r2 C 00 C 180 0.33 1.00
C1ldz. and plIng C 200 C 180 0.40 0.34
Ripping C 200 C 180 0.40 0.92
Ievellim C 75 C 75 1.00 0.42
MM 1IlrwIng C 200 C iBO 1.43 2.00
harNlge C 100 C 105 2.00 2.00
Fanvmdng W 90 LC. C 105 2.00 2.00
pla±Izg W 75 W 75 0.67 1.00

Cb) Susm= OpxRatiCA
W 75 W 65 1.00 2.27 (R)

CHWj1irg W 75 W 47 1.25 1.43 (F, R, P)
Fertilizing W 75 W 65 1.25 1.43 (F, R. P)
RatociiResbWb* W 90 LC. W 75 H.C. 1.43 1.89 (R)
FHzie Spmyig W 75 W 65 H.C. 2.86 2.86 (F, R, P)
Uphilhig W 90 H.C. W 65 H.C. 1.43 1.54 (F, P)
Stubble Ecalnig W 75 W 65 0.95 0.70 (P)
Ibep lghug W 75 W 92 0.31 0.55 (P)
Pliting C iDO C 105 0.70 1.22 (P)
DI7R H3rmcdzlg C 200 C 180 0.71 1.10 (P)
EHmdng C 100 C 105 2.00 1.90 (P)

}=mlzg W 90 H.C. C 105 2.00 2.00 (P)

1J/ C - CBwler, W - W*eled, HC H:i C1eane. ElgiPR are HP.

APEBAISAL ACTUAL

C 75 - CatergUlar D4 C 75 CatexpIar D4
C 105 - CaterpiUar D5 C 100 Catexpfllar D5
C 180 - hterpllJar D7 C 200 CaterpLUar D7
* 47 - Issey Ferxm 135 W 40-45 Mf 135 & IH 444
* 65 - aey Ferguo 165 W 70-75 IH 574 & JH 684
* 75- sLssy Ferguam 185 H 744 & IH 745-5
* 92- MaseyFer i D1080 W 90-100 Il1666 & IH 966 HC

2/ F -inFrst PEuItf RRaton P Replait



KU SERD) R HWT (N 1041-M/0G23' 513-T

EMIMTh CXPPDIN OPERAIGIRMItA R Hn s

1974/75 197576 1976177 1977/78 1978/9 M1MAER iCr APR ACT APR ACI AHR ACT AM ACR AHR ACI iA ACr

After Qearkr

Ates 2,160 2,540 3,880 2,666 2,42) 2,722 1,240 9,700 7,925Pimtij 1.00 1.50 2,160 3,810 3,8BU 3,999 2,42D 4,083 1,240 
Fertilzi% 0.70 0.80 1,512 2,032 2,716 2,133 1,694 2,178 868eirbld Sp2ayit 0.35 0.35 756 889 1,358 933 847 953 434Qadiling 0.70 0.80 1,512 2,032 2,716 2,133 1,694 2,178 8681dilre 0.65 0.70 1,404 1,778 2,522 1,866 1,573 1,905 6

EataWe Outtirz IIV 
2

ktes 216 2,160 1,339 5,080 1,147 5,840 3,964 5,840 3,680Txuekir 0.44 1.00 216 950 1,339 2,235 1,147 2,570 3,64aiaeuli 0.70 0.80 173 1,512 1,071 3,556 918 4,088 3,1711axIJzhg 0.70 0.80 173 1,512 1,071 3,556 918 4,0B6 3,171atomi Redeping 0.53 0.70 151 1,145 937 2,692 803 3,095 2,775trbkl& Sprylng 0.35 0.35 76 756 469 1,778 401 2,044 1,387

Acre 60 700 3/ 638 2,380 4/ 767Sbzbble plmgiig 1.40 1.05 63 980 670 3,332 805DEI pkMehij 1.80 3.20 192 1,260 2,042 4,:M4 2,454p2angz 0.80 0.70 42 560 447 1,904 53MM iihrzug 0.92 1.40 8. 644 893 2,190 1,074IHrzodjg (2x) 0.53 0.50 30 371 319 1,2b1l 384RvA r,g 0.50 0.50 3) 350 319 1,190 354PJzirU L.0O 1.50 90 700 957 2,380 1,151 *
mi-

'3
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aIA Mm wur (IIN 1041-2RT 53-)

HU= WXF=IN REM

&ME aPPDL OPUEA StRM MS

EMM CI)PW1 OPEATILM OBS IN 1

197475 1975/76 1976/f 1977/M 17s/AMR ACAT AER ACT APR ACr AR A
Firt Plmting kAas 2,160 2,540 3,680 2,666 2,420 2,722 1,240

Tiactor Cbst

0m~~ A R ACT A Ac 
E]AtIVB W 75 W 75 24 52 51,80 132,0S0 93,I0 138,632 58,080 141,344 29,760ktrtUi r W 65 W 75 1s 52 3B,880 132,080 69,640 130,632 43,560 141,544 22,32D1HIe Sju.ying W 65 - IE W 75 24 52 51,8 132,080 93,120 138,63 58,080 141,54 29,760(%iLnltvg W 47 W 75 11 52 23,760 132,0B0 42,680 138,632 26,620 141,544 13,640LIkdJ.Uz W 65 - HC W 90 28 60 60,480 152,400 108640 159,960 67 760 163 34 7Tbtul 3m/&.re 226,800 680,720 407 400 7142 488 130 I 200l05 268 lfi 258 105 268 105

state Qattir lI'-
ACE 

216 2,160 1,339 5,080 1,147 5,840 3,964 5,840
TmSiking W 65 w 75 18 52 11,232 38,880 69,628 91,440 59,644 105,12) 206,12a(1tluz W 47 W 75 31 52 11,232 23,760 69,629 55,880 59,644 64,2'0 266,12Fati1zizg W 65 W 75 18 52 11,232 38,880 69,62 91,440 59,644 105,12D 20,1BRatxmBeaIxping W 75 -11C W 75 3 52 11,232 69,12D 69,62 162,560 59,644 16,880 26.12WrWcl1e Spiyig W 65 - IC W 90 - IC 24 60 1220 51,84 30 1,920 68,820 23 8402)*a1 ISZu/kre 57,~ 222 480 358.852 523,240 3D7,6 6M,2 1,5 , Y2

6B8- 10)3 268 103 268 103 268

a.'Io0
HN



,EBU EaAte
6 yOA , kAea 60 700 638 2,30 7W

Stubbnl P1 ig W 65 W 75 23 52 3,12 16,000 33,176 54,740 3,884DIV Z04% W 92 W 75 107 52 3,12D 74,900 33,176 254,660 3,884Pjmfl3U C 105 C IOD 100 191 n,460 70,000 121,8S8 238,000 146,497IRCH lhnwlng C 150 C 2)0 162 230 13,8M 113,400 146,740 385,560 176,4Wrrgdrg C 105 C 100 1() 191 11,460 70,000 121,838 V40,300 145,497DwwNg C 105 Cl1O 113 191 11,460 79,100 121,858 258,940 16,497P1antiz W 75 W 75 24 52 3,120 16,8OD 33,176 57,11 39,884
Esate Oly

NrWliziJ W 65 W 75 18 52 12,600 33,176 42,82D 39,884WA &e Sp 8yfre W 65 -C W 75 24 52 16,800 33,176 57,1) 39884Qd 4alU.g W 47 W 9-I- IC 11 60 7,700 38,230 2S,180 46,02Dltil.1ii W 65-f W 75 28 52 19,600 33 176 66 64D 3OMTotal muS/Acre _57 540 497 600 79,650 1692650 9 5
939 711 1,175 711 1,175 f

tbte 1/ OPSBtIM COElt 11- igoplatelt
2 Qtgowers xenlpnted cme la 60 xzes of 1976/77.

All - AP1AISAL
ACT - AML

Io



3X M= (UYN 1-P/ T 513-TW

a aLEM RE

W.ICE SIRllC CP SlU3R iM F"Y ID aisM
I;/tcmi euelt last lin Wch is T2ft

D3t41 Prim Prim Prim Pri. P-im Prie Prim prm Pric Pr-e Prim Priam
ascias o n as 8* " on as 8 as i as on as m ani u a n " X

15/6/72 33110/74 3111/74 4/3/75 1/12/75 15/12/75 16/8/76 17/6/79 22/6/79* 1/8/8 107AM 1_1/83

Z4ctory Price 904.85 1,700. 00 1,390.00 1,30.OD 1,300.00 1,850.00 2,200.00 2,500.00 2,730.00 3,410.00 4,750.00 4,750.00
pMae Duty 462-90 413.00 413.00 413.00 413.00 413.00 413.00 413.00 - -

H141ilj Carsp 3.50 60.00 60.00 60.00 60.00 - - - - - - -

Sale Tx - 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 1,188.00 93B.00 1,851.00 1,850.00 1,850.00 2,850.00
FeerwBe a 100.00 230.00 572.00 352.00 352.00 352.00 312.00 262.00 300.00 600.0O 60D.OD 600.00
IhMlo 1 z RAd 300.00 - - - - - - - -
Specidal Bea kcout - - 2,800.00 2,80.00 1,800.00 1,300.0O - - - - - -

Hzketirl8 carv 98.00 102.00 115.00 115.00 115.00 215.00 327.00 317.00 445.00 665.00 (62D.00) (620.00)
WC Pmflt Margin - - - - - - 4C.0) 45.00 5.00 S5.00
NC - - - - - - - 1,000.O0 1,000.00 1,ODD.00

kIleMaer Purdhulng Price 1,869.25 2,805.00 5,650.00 5,440.00 4,440.0U 4,440.00 4,440.00 4,430.00 5,366.00 7,570.00 9,000.00 10,000.00
lilemler Profit MHrgin 48.75 65.00 100.00 190.00 10.00 19.00 190.00 190.00 200.00 350.00 350.O0 360.00
RetallarE Fhrg Price 1,918.00 2,870.00 5,750.W0 5,650.00 4,630.00 4,630.00 4,630.00 4,620.00 5,566.00 7,92a.00 9,350.00 10,350.00
Retal I Pmfit Wrgin 82.00 123.00 250.00 370.00 370.U0 370.00 370.00 300.00 434.00 580.00 640,00 640.00

rOma Prie per tce 2,000.00 2,993.00 6,000.00 6,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 6,000.00 8,500.00 10,00D.OD U,O,000
rm Pricer pr kil 2.00 3.00 6.00 6.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 6.00 8.50 10.00 11.00

CANE aUs PAID
ISh per tx ea 10.52 redrt

'hsr July/J.ue 1972n3 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1979/80 19eD/al 19M/82 LW/83 ~
1978179

42.50 52.50 71.50 92.45 95.00 100.00 105.00 13.00 170.00 o

Ikte; For 1983/84 amPrice m 238/- pw t=



Kribeo Sr Projsct (Lo 10(Yl-'Crdiit 513-)

HU= XWLIIGN REOR

Pmfit anl LoI ccmatt for the Fiscal Yer 1973-19W0

(ISIs 'OOD)

1Daoc-ticm 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 l91 - 191

Sa1 Vali of Spr 48,6ao 58,658 101,472 113,270 167,133 167,4wB 2i3,954 23,51 22,515
Low: P- m Daity mn Sales Tx 16,455 18,0B6 56,163 59,2U 71,963 58,037 89,400 65,710 67,192
met sa5e 32,165 40,599 45,309 54,059 95,170 109,31 174,S54 L.P,B1 153,323kmuae/bere in V1a1 of Stcks - - - - - 23,526 (2D,776) 11,111 (ID,M3)
PmdXtLm Val 32,165 40,599 45,309 54,059 95,170 132,917 153,778 114,972 143,04D 0
ant of Piductim 27,559 30,500 37,116 51,660 90,949 116,264 116,850 126,1i 114,LU
GCm Pmfit 4,606 10,099 8,193 2,399 4,221 16,653 36,928 22,845 2,9(9
hWnistrative Epies 6,108 7,186 8,837 11,108 17,076 17,767 27,046 32,26 35,63D
Gc Frgtt befome Iztemst Carwa (1,502) 2,913 (644) (8,709) (12,855) 1,1114) 9,a2 (9,441) (6,721)
IDtr6zuk - - 238 1,289 9,311 12,457 12,743 13,928 1,370
OpmtIr%T Am/ s (1,502) 2,913 (882) (9,998) (22,156) (13,571) (2,O1) (23,39) (19,091)
Otbnr Irwa 826 1,152 1,320 4,0 4,823 3,565 7,48 l,2D8 16,222
mthr DP (719) (738) (1,108) (1,841) (1,234) (2,268) (1,347) (2,86) (1,f5)
Piofit ex Low befcwe Tticm (1,385) 3,327 (670) (7,8M) (18,567) (12,274) 3,240 (16,131) (4,834)
iMUtEt reuating to Pzevifu ar 7,612 (3,092) (2,525) 11,5N
MA krofit/lol (1,395) 3,327 (670) (7,835) (18,567) 4,662) 148 (18,662) 6,734
blmmlAm Brcght Porrrd 3,337 1,942 5,269 4,599 (3,236) 21,803) (26,165) 2Z,317) (4,9m)
h2x carried to Be't.eet 1,942 5,29 4,599 (3,236) (21,803) (26,465) (25,317) S 4,97B) (38,225)
DemJtiaLu P mvig1m (in:l. above) 749 4,749 4,750 5,160 16,348 24,505 27,797 29,007 28,676

0-



KflcaIero Swr Pmject lwi041W) Crdit 513iU)
RWJBr 01LIQ4N REnuMT

Proj 1t t

IX -- 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976M7 .1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 i9801IU I7L

Ekt I
Iail Dewlopmt, Idgea, Roads 2,307,388 7,757,068 10,705,946 7,832,919 899,;67 1,894,170 - - 31,396,75BIrriSation aid Dn - - - 3,866,460 34,905,139 - - 7,298,563 46,0700h2Ttor aid Tupct 696,359 4,519,281 14,332,513 17,465,278 389,430 7,031,727 6,349,126 1,023,216 51,806,930Hbisg ani F8ullitlea 164,722 561,14 14,831,891 57,62,7M3 2,731,373 - - - 75,l7,803

EP,mtm Ekupet ELctricity,
Water Supply 81,008 323,836 1,826,3L3 5,9(01,552 781,057 472,055 - - 9,385,821

Rearch, TDnd4 andi Ibwopet - - - 1,275,433 110 403 983 995 869 148 528 204 31767P183
&iktotal 3,249,477 13,161,299 41,696,663 93,970,345 39,816669 10,3B1,947 7,218I274 8,8499B ZL^8;3W*;657

Prt II
Factory ant Superviuion - - 266,8M5,588 - - - - 266,815,588Iwctwy amums 12_580,476 -- - - - 12.580.476

g^* -l- - 279,396,064 - - - 279,36,064

& &9Wy _- - 7,200,000 - - - 7 72-000

3,249,477 13,161, 48,896,663 373,366,409 39,816,669 10,3a81,%4A. h684983 504,940,721

e.



ilmberm §!If ecEt - l1 1041<A/Crelit 5134U

:rM aMMIN RIT

&A?r Productim asl Famil Real't

73/74 74h75 75--6- 76177 '7,7Di7 - 78J79 79/SD 8sEl-- -

SW Pramed - K I (tw) 39,WV2 35,276 34,790 34,918 280,711 33l069 25s,32 190504 20,C9
94ar Pr&W- lal (to) - - U }1612 23 105 32,889 26,62D 28 1,56 30. ODD
1W Pro&ctkts (tm) 39,C2 3 ,27-6 K4,2i0 46,530 ft& 65,958 J5,1O i
4^1sl17otal (tw) 44,000 45,000 45,000 79,WO0 78,¢DU 8B,000 89,0w 89,00 19
XSC Opete T /I (ME as) 2,913 (.:,12) (9,996) t22,156) tl3,571) (2,861) (23,369) 19,Mi) 3D,666
16 Pclt/lD 1F co ) 1 ,942 5,269 4,599 (3,236) (21,803) (25i,465) (25i,317) (-4,976) (38,225)
IISC o (Th a) 5,269 4,5199 (3,236) t21,803) (26i,4b5) (2b, 317) (44,978) (38.225) (0,611
lb-rwy Prieo (lSh) 91t4.B5 1,390O 1,.50 2,WD 2,WD 2,73D 2,73D 3,4M 4,750
FAel DAy, Wm Mm, Remm/w

BIPm nEd Sfll Remm
moatt m/ta^) 862.90 4,085 2,875 1,913 1,913 2,1S1 2,L51 2,U50 2,4S0

9Mzddy tO MC - 1,04D 1,040

GMP doe CI5h/t0) 2,O£l) 6,000 5J10 5,(00 5,000 5.000 6,000 8,S00 l,10400
DA an o Paid by ISC (II5b ) 18,0mf 56,163 59,2U 71,9b3 58,037 89,40 0 6S,71D 67,M 9 83,99



iiLcburo St§ Project (loil 1041-ACedilt 513-TA)
Fownt AMlyals

It 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79 1979/80 19B0/81 1981/82 198a23 193/84 1584/85-19923

-t1inafal ilnes, oaUrret pricea 1/ 3.25 L3.16 48.90 373.37 39.82 10.38 7.22 8.85 -

-ewoic waune, currzet prices 2/ 3.69 15.02 55.00 475.88 49.31 12.78 8.94 14.50 - - - -

-Sonamic walle, oxutant prices 3/ 9.89 35.30 112.20 796.71 75.44 IB.15 11.35 16.09 - - - -

Ope0 tir Wsteae Costs
-fneriA w:ljel, :twt prices 4/ - 4.76 7.82 39.78 74.65 103.73 81.14 82.41 100.41 109.37 169.18 137.68
-cmm1k wl, axmtat prices 51 - 5.28 8.68 46.94 8.09 22.40 95.75 123.62 L50.62 164.06 253.77 206.52

hal oawc O(st 9.88 40.58 120.88 843.65 163.53 140.55 107.10 138.71 150.62 164.06 253.77 206.52
@

BW125
m 9ugar I (axtat

ouozIc prices) .W-6/ - 55.45 95.05 147.18 249.56 240.18 198.51 224.97 387.32 35.20
ROVOCUB fXD M3asM Sa I1

-00inIc wjuss, w prices 7/ - - - 1.96 1.87 4.59 5.55 7.57 3.90 1.88 2.28 1.53
-ecradc wie, coa prims - 3.41 2.86 6.52 7.05 8.40 3.90 1.69 1.82 1.00

Total E1c Bnefit -- 5.86 97.91 153.70 256.61 248.58 202.41 226.66 389.14 316.2D

Net FDic1enefit ((bet) (2 (.59) Q (.)(2) J 517 6J2. J 3

ER - 4.3t

See Appendix on net pMe for footnotes.

-4
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gEE!iz to TAhlea 13
P-p 1 of 3-

.- (A Amuvt=)

2/ %-n at am a ?e of M5% of tctal cs ff bbe t ot.
R-ep embee cmmp o tabm as 8( of a811.tal o ea C :
(i) lmx dewlq±, brlds au roads (7CM); Ui) bi1 a
t±littss (5(; n (iii) mainzd, tzTalz a dewlq- z (6).
Azm8 offic ial Etes of ezdimge me t-i- as folla :

197375 TS $ 1 -h. 7.14
9756 US $ 1 - MS. 7.76
3976/77 UE $1- : 8.33
1977178 US $ 1l- M.28
IM/79 : S $ 1 - M.8O
1979/80 : U $ 1 - 75h. 834
19o/8 :J us 1 - M. 8.2
1982 US $ 1- nShb8.&0
1972/a3 US $ 1 - .10.75
193/84 ms : US $ 1 - Sh2.2D

be shbw esvmite Is tk as 40E abuo tke offical r=e in
1973/74-75/76, 0 abe te offieial mte In 19767-79/80, ad 1 above
t1e official mte t fter.

31 AU pcee ezpzesd In consta 19M882 pe >e fflcdz2g
factors (derived frtn t1e GDP deflator) we uss to om:rt awrzt
-u1is ea rlie u 1 yes to cwutant 19882 e:

1973174 2.68
1974175 2.35
1975176 2.04
1976/77 1.74
1977178 1.53
1978/79 1.42
979/80 : 1.27

1980/81 1.31
19813 0.90
1983/84 : 0.80

4/ Sime n braakdua ims amulabhLe for opemftlng at IYI C)
anu R1uebXe (K=) sep.mtely for eah year, tflwzm per t of silp
prakx1d in 19582 mme ta1 aPs stmxlad (adjuB for diffez cam
pdce and eduw mte In eat yer). Ti gm tle lUdx
per ton of mgw pmhxse (in cnstant 19818 pdia, aid -112zig

*2v-
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1xow to TAble 13
Pp 2 of 3

1976m :Sh 3,42i/tc
1977/78 : 3,"323 /tm
1978/79 :a 3,354/t6
1979M0 :Sh 3,08tAu
1980181 : 2,885/tru
l9Q/182 :5h 3,347/tx
1982i83 : 4,307/tm
1983/84 mzds : 5,507/tm

Ifle above f1 ame aa1 to include wnnml ,.m e and I
eqipeT e3- Ewv, the do_l no1wneeptit

teddal aadtw fui-ed tmg i.lat1l , n mbich mb coml
mDntl Is avabe frKlrabe's acow).

&MU kxhs an a e B mem taken as in fiooft) 2 above.
Sb-c Prtim of I Ms tma1k eqal tD the MS w"ge rate. The

-t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

aMMe fhzig eI o t of up
tket as 6(X.

J Sar pmductim f1w for 1976/77 - 19MI/82 wm td= frm Table 12;
a- .qu-t figres used wme 25,34 - in 19WB3, 30,720 in
1983:84, aid 25,000 two/yer tUafter. IqXWt P3ity Prm In
cwtaut 1982 prIcea mem dexied as follow:

1975/77 1977/781 1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 198L/82 1982182 1983/84
(ouaurds)

Rw sr (FOB Car=1bem
por) 250 $ 21 $ 233 $ 628 $ 385 $ 247 $ 280 $383

Pro 4auix 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42
Gxiensicx 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23

Suotal W325 275 $ 298 $ 693 $ 450 ft 3L2 S 345 -448
pap-dg 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
14rlFreigbt & I-r. 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60
Flnm:e&Dct.uo±adcm 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
Imizl loDsEs 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Total at IAR $ 406 T 356 $ 379 $ 774 $ T3. $ 393 $ 425 $ 529
Sbio - ut

C ,IS$) 12.5 12.4 12.6 12.5 16.4 17.6 21.5 24.4
Ibtal at 1AR TSh 5,075 4,414 4,775 9,675 8,708 6,917 9,159 12,908

Prt 1Uft, dleeirsg,etc. 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200
Total cif InR 23i 5,275 4,614 4,975 9,875 8,908 7,117 9,359 13,108

lea mai2e fma IUI to IDR (500) (500) (500) (500) (500) (500) (500) (500)
Import pixity price

ez factory ISh 4,775 4,114 4,475 9,375 8,408 6,617 8,859 12,608

.3/.
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tD TAhlt* 13
Pae 3 of 3

7/ Ib1.i pmikmti ma tak an 3.5Z of total c czuw (MIb3e
5) al avee p.dty ad m tAina as Zik1 ub.e d
m a:tml pd ob obi in the fist fL' ys and pmjectLoz

mater): 1976/77 2i 353/tim 1977/78 Th 27;
1978/79 : 7Sh 406/tmn; 1979/80: -.-a 525/urn; 1980/81: S
714,/ta 1981182 : mh 350/tc; 198Z/8-38 : h 200/tc.;
1904/85 asni : ISh 165/t.

8/ reriwd h= ahDw by applyi% lnflatio ftoz fX m f tmte 3.



IBRD 10889(PCR
OCTOBER 1984

TANZANIA
KILOMBERO SUGAR PROJECT Riva

- Project area boundary 0 SELOUS GAME RESERVE
-- _-Project division boundaries Lamonqa -

* Proposed KSC factory s5te (K I[)
Exisl;ng oulgrowers' cone fields

3 I~lrrigoble area
- Unsuitable and marginal land

- All-weather roads
, Railway

O Villages
R i ver s

Bridqes swer /

° ! 2 3 4 5 0 -

rv 1 ~ ~ ~~~~2 3 / /\ \ :

0

o z1

I PO E AE IVz ..... ISIONS

rAms and approximate gross acreage)

~~~~ G ~~~~~~A 2500 acres Outgrowers, Kitete ujomaa vtllage
B4700 acres Estate, incuding irri.gted cone

X Kldod- . X ;C 3800 acres Estate. rainfed

D 4600 acres Kiblso Disrtrct Development Corp.
R E 1800 acres OGtgrowers

/ -4> r ~->~¼- 7 - F 1200 acres Outgrowers
G 1600 acres Outgrowers

Thts (PCRI map is based on IB RD 1l0889.

< - - - ~~~~~~~April 1974. OnlV an updated disclaimer has

MFramba /TATION UFs\ '.EOUS GAME RESERVE

/MLAt3AI EX IST IN

| KILOMilERO SUGARt ESTA7E V G~VANqa._rrl* i -.

(Rucho area) NQeAE=l8¢ KE/fNYAKNYA

;hs ID hD5 D r , r r X U£Dr C~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"t F.

rTh YVoa Bw 's s@ \\'(t rA NZANIA : 't 
tmh Vcw,er'r of the TA)ZAN A

riwew ua ci Th d 7Le Wft/ d B i* I _Do, on Solooie z
amd th. kltmcr. l F-mcs. \ r-.-->
Caopq"a"on TM.denno.s / ( Project Za .
used 1,d 1'ie boadws showm - \ -- areac
on ths mp da ndo y. on M\e

Par of The ftlrd B.* neV AWt
k2knuIar, FoanCe CpotaIon | amiv.or el a)
"ry pidgtt"nt c-r V7W k~.a st2NSi

ot ay lenarl, ori -W _A 'BIAy

enaomscmonl Uor cfpfrnce of A4AW/ r
t"'h.4- 4r dr I SJ)




